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Present review paper highlights role of BBB in endothelial transport of various substances into the brain. More specifically,
permeability functions of BBB in transendothelial transport of various substances such as metabolic fuels, ethanol, amino acids,
proteins, peptides, lipids, vitamins, neurotransmitters, monocarbxylic acids, gases, water, andminerals in the peripheral circulation
and into the brain have been widely explained. In addition, roles of various receptors, ATP powered pumps, channels, and
transporters in transport of vital molecules in maintenance of homeostasis and normal body functions have been described in
detail. Major role of integral membrane proteins, carriers, or transporters in drug transport is highlighted. Both diffusion and
carrier mediated transport mechanisms which facilitate molecular trafficking through transcellular route to maintain influx and
outflux of important nutrients and metabolic substances are elucidated. Present review paper aims to emphasize role of important
transport systemswith their recent advancements inCNSprotectionmainly for providing a rapid clinical aid to patients.This review
also suggests requirement of new well-designed therapeutic strategies mainly potential techniques, appropriate drug formulations,
and new transport systems for quick, easy, and safe delivery of drugs across blood brain barrier to save the life of tumor and virus
infected patients.

1. Introduction

Blood brain barrier (BBB) is a vasculature of the central
nervous system (CNS) that is formed by capillary endothelial
cells. This is not a fixed structure but its function depends
on the complex interplay between the different cell types
such as the endothelial cells, astrocytes, pericytes, and the
extracellular matrix of the brain and blood flow maintained
in the microvessels or brain capillaries. BBB is physically
located in endothelium of blood vessels (capillaries) and acts
as a “physical barrier” due to formation of complex tight
junctions between adjacent endothelial cells. Both luminal
and abluminal membranes contain specific transport systems
and regulate transcellular traffic. Thus, BBB facilitates most
molecular traffic to transcellular route and maintain influx
and outflux of important nutrients andmetabolic substances.
It acts as a rate limiting structure, which obstructs transcapil-
larymovement of substrates in the peripheral circulation into
the brain.This is a dynamic barrier which acts as a firewall of
a computer, which permits transient flow of nutrients, gases,
and smaller molecules into the brain and keeps out harmful
metabolites such as drugs ions, toxins which potentially

circulate in the blood stream. It also protects the brain from
sudden rising blood pressure and transcapillary movement
of substrates in the peripheral circulation into the brain.
Thus, association of astrocytes with the brain endothelial cells
provides a modular organization that allows precise control
over the substances that enter or leave the brain.

The blood brain barrier actually consists of several com-
ponents. It includes endothelial cells, astrocytes, and blood
capillaries in the brain, which form the major structural
component of the blood brain barrier. These are quite
different from other capillaries found in the body as their
endothelial wall possesses tight junctions which obstruct
transport between cells. More often, only small molecules
that can diffuse through these cells can cross the barrier.More
specifically, the endothelial cells also possess transporters
which show permeability characteristics and allow transport
of oxygen and CO

2
across the BBB, bu these selectively

prevent other substances from crossing [1]. In addition, blood
capillaries in the brain are enclosed by the flattened “end-
feet” of astrocytic cells, which also act as a partial, active
barrier. These are found in large numbers and maintain the
functional integrity of BBB.These are highly specialized glial
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Figure 1: Showing important applications of transendothelial transport through BBB.

cells which have star like shape due to presence of long
branches. These respond to CNS in a reactive process that is
known as astrogliosis which is recognized as a pathological
marker of neuropathologies and CNS disorders. These cells
wrap themselves around the capillaries, like insulation on
a wire, and display graded changes that result in specific
signaling events. These cells show vast molecular arsenals
at the disposal and show reactive astrogliosis and glial scar
formation.There are two different types of astrocytes, that is,
protoplasmic astrocytes and fibrous astrocytes. First type of
astrocytes occurs in gray matter or specially areas rich in cell
bodies, while second type occurs in white matter, that is, area
formedmainly of axons.These cells also possess long dendrite
like processes that overlap all the brain vessels and surround
many synapses. These cells play primary role in synaptic
transmission and information exchanges [2, 3] by operating
through certain gradations, mechanisms, and transcellular
functions both in healthy tissues [4, 5] and in the state of
pathologies like ischemic injury [6–9]. Astrocytes influence
polarity of blood brain barrier [10]. Transmitters and mod-
ulators released by neurons, astrocytes, and endothelium
allow complex signaling between cells in the neurovascular
unit, and many features of the BBB phenotype are subject to
modulation under physiological or pathological conditions.
For example, opening of the BBB’s tight junctions may occur
under normal conditions to allow the passage of growth
factors and antibodies into the brain and in inflammation and
can contribute to brain oedema.

The blood brain barrier provides a layer of protection for
the brain from harmful or foreign substances that may injure
the brain [11]. It also protects the brain from action of metals,
toxicants, poisons, hormones, neurotransmitters, drugs, and
other foreign or xenobiotic substances [12] mainly noxious
agents [13]. It regulates the movement of ions and molecules
[14] between the blood and CNS (Figure 1). The barrier is

also crucial and provides appropriate environment for proper
neural functions as well as for protection of CNS from injury
and diseases. Therefore, before targeting the neurovascular
unit, protection of the BBB is essential instead of a classical
neuron-centric approach that only roads development of
neuroprotective drugs that may result in improved clinical
outcomes after neural diseases [15] (Figure 1). Hence, for
healthy functioning of the brain easy passage of molecules
and ions pass through brain barrier (BBB) is highly needful.
More often, all essential vital metabolites are to be passed
through the BBB to protect the neurocompartments from
potential disruptive and damaging xenobiotic agents [16].
Moreover, role of BBB is more important for maintaining
normal physiology of brain and for safety of neuronal
tissues from toxic substances by restricting its entry into the
neurocompartment (Figure 1) [16].

2. Functions

BBB acts as a transport barrier that allows passage of selective
molecules into the brain and mediating solute flux. It also
acts as a dynamic interface which separates the brain from
the circulatory system. It limits the entry of biomolecules,
serves as a “metabolic barrier”, and allows passage of intra-
cellular and extracellular enzymes and neutral amino acids.
It facilitates the entry of metabolically, required nutrients
into the brain, and excludes or effluxes potentially harmful
compounds or lipid-soluble molecules mainly toxicants [14].
It functions as a perfect barricade to check the permeability of
unspecified and unwantedmolecules from entering the brain.
But, it allows transport of most essential molecules across
the membrane and maintains the homeostasis in the most
vital organs of the human body. Normally, it allows transport
of water, carbon dioxide, oxygen, and most lipid soluble
substances such as alcohol, aesthetics but it is impermeable
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Figure 2: Showing transport of various biomolecules and ions to central nervous system.

to plasma proteins and non-lipid soluble substances in both
cerebrospinal fluid and parenchyma of brain (Figure 2). The
barrier shows slight permeability to the electrolytes such
as sodium chloride and potassium. Capillary wall possesses
three classes of specialized “efflux pumps” which bind to
three broad classes of molecules, that is, water-soluble, lipid
soluble, and gaseous compounds. Inversely, BBB transports
back essential molecules into the blood and transports them
to the brain. Therefore, it is highly important and essential
that water-soluble compounds including the fuel molecules
such as glucose for energy production and amino acids for
protein synthesis must cross the BBB (Figure 1).

The blood brain barrier (BBB) and blood cerebrospinal
fluid barrier (BCSF) possess a variety of carrier-mediated
transfer systems to support and protect brain function
[9]. But, for major function of homeostasis, brain vessels
have special carriers on both sides of the cells forming
the capillary walls, which transport these substances from
blood to brain. Same carriers also remove waste products
and other unwanted molecules in the opposite direction.
In addition, low pore size disallows entry of biomolecules
into the brain (Figure 3). More often, endothelial capillaries
in the brain lack endothelial transport, and disallow large
molecules to pass but smaller molecules can pass through it.
Only glucose and other low molecular fat-soluble molecules
are also disallowed but few lipid soluble molecules such
as barbiturate drugs rapidly cross through into the brain.
More specifically, endothelial light junctions obstruct the
movement of polar molecules, but most of the lipophilic

substances such as oxygen, carbon dioxide diffuse across
the brain or molecules having smaller size or by passive
diffusion.Thus, endothelial cells directly or indirectly protect
the brain by disallowing the harmful toxic substances and
catabolize harmful drugs by using drugmetabolizing enzyme
system. BBB accomplishes vital functions by maintaining
in- and outflow of certain biomolecules (Figure 4). The
BBB is semipermeable and allows only few molecules to
cross but prevents xenobiotics from entry into the brain
and protects it from noxious agents [13]. Thus, BBB plays
important role inmanagement of endogenous and xenobiotic
compounds by the brain and provides a layer of protection
for the brain from harmful or foreign substances that may
injure the brain. It also protects the brain from action of
metals, toxicants, poisons, hormones, and neurotransmitters
(Figure 1). Meanwhile, excess or entry of harmful compound
is denied by special mechanisms and structures; possibly,
these can diffuse straight through capillary walls into the
brain.These are stopped to move through the tight junctions,
found between membranes of adjacent endothelial cells.

More specifically, three different barrier layers limit and
regulate molecular exchange at the interfaces between the
blood and the neural tissue or its fluid spaces: the BBB
between the blood and brain interstitial fluid, the choroid
plexus epithelium between the blood and ventricular cere-
brospinal fluid (CSF), and the arachnoid epithelium between
the blood and subarachnoid CSF. These are used for sub-
stances with a high lipid solubility and may move across the
blood brain barrier by simple diffusion. More specifically,
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movement of molecules with high electrical charge is slowed
down. Morphologically, the polar distribution of transport
proteins mediates amino acid homeostasis in the brain. Fur-
thermore, endothelial cells that line cerebralmicrovessels also
maintain microenvironment for reliable neuronal signaling
and regulate transport of essential molecules. BBB sepa-
rates the pools of neurotransmitters and neuroactive agents
which act centrally and peripherally. It also regulates influx
and outfluxes of important ions and maintains immediate
microenvironment of brain cells (Figure 1).

In brain capillary endothelium contains tight junctions
which are tighter and more complex in comparison to
endothelium found in other tissues. It is polarized into
luminal and brain facing plasma membrane and transduces
signals from the vascular system and from the brain. This
allows molecules to pass through the cell membranes of
endothelial cells and reach the brain [17]. More specifi-
cally, lipid soluble molecules or micelles could pass through
this varying structure, while lipid insoluble molecules are
restricted from transport. More exceptionally, few molecules
like glucose, oxygen, and carbon dioxide also actively trans-
ported across the barrier. These molecules perform various
cellular functions mainly cell signaling and communication
in the brain. In this mechanism important contribution
is made by the transmembrane proteins occludin and the
claudins.

BBB also limits the transfer of virus from blood to
brain and protects the invasion of virus. Thus, it acts as an
anatomical barrier and avoids invasion of various pathogenic
infections, toxic effects of drugs, and harmful wastes. Indi-
rectly, BBB assists in maintaining immune responses and
protective functions. BBB greatly limits the efficacy of many
neuroprotective drugs [18], but it allows the permeability of

arsenicals, molybdate and methyl mercury [19], and toxic
metals. BBB also limits the usefulness of the most effective
chemotherapeutic agents [20]. It is only possible due to
presence of an elaborate and dense network of capillary
vessels that feeds the brain and removes waste products [21,
22]. Nevertheless, several disorders and diseases can affect the
brain leading to some loss of BBB integrity [23].Therefore, in
a state of neuropathological diseases or virus pathogenesis,
neural protection can be made by altered BBB functions for
drug delivery.Moreover, slight changes by loosening the tight
junction could provide good delivery of drugs. Hence, in
present review article, endothelial transport and its important
role in drug delivery for therapeutics and clinical care of CNS
related diseases have been widely elucidated in detail.

3. Endothelial Transport

Due to selective and controlled transport of molecules,
there occurs a concentration difference in several important
constituents in cerebrospinal fluid from ECF (extracellular
fluid) that occurs in the body parts.This is due to few cellular
associations glued together to form physical obstructions
which separate the blood components from ECF and ISF.
Normally, concentration difference on both sides is physically
controlled by certain physical barriers which prohibit large
molecules from coming across the endothelial capillaries
or from blood into the cerebrospinal fluid or into the
interstitial fluid occuring in the brain. These barriers are
blood cerebrospinal fluid barrier and the blood brain barrier
that exist between blood and the cerebrospinal fluid and brain
fluid, respectively. But, all these components occur in the
interstitial fluids of the body. Meanwhile, in the capillary
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beds of most of the organs, rapid passage of molecules takes
place from the blood through the endothelial wall of the
capillaries into the interstitial fluid. It plays important role
in maintaining composition of interstitial fluid much like
that of blood. Further, permeability of important molecules
also keeps plasma membrane receptors and transporters of
the cells bathed into the interstitial fluid and allows direct
interactions with amino acids, vitamins, hormones, proteins,
or other compounds of the blood. Under normal conditions,
the BBB acts as a barrier to toxic agents and safeguards the
integrity of the brain. It is highly selective for transport of
nutrients, gases, few peptide, neurotransmitters, and other

ions of physiological use and is less toxic or nonharmful to
the brain. Most molecules cannot diffuse across the BBB or
through a pure phospholipid bilayer at rates sufficient tomeet
cellular needs, except two gases like CO

2
and O

2
, and small

hydrophobic molecules.
BBB functions as a semipermeable membrane and disal-

lows passage of large molecular substances from the blood
into the cerebrospinal fluid or into the interstitial fluids of
the brain, even though these same substances are readily
transfered into the interstitial fluids of the body. Hence,
barriers exist both at the choroid plexus and at the tissue
capillary membranes essentially in all areas of the brain
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parenchyma except in some areas of the hypothalamus,
pineal gland, and area postrema where substances diffuse
with ease into the tissue space. More specifically, simple
diffusion occurs in these areas that are quite important
because most of sensory receptors are attached to these
regions which quickly respond to specific changes in the
body fluids; mainly, changes occur in osmolality and glucose
concentration. Further, these responses provide the signals
for nervous and hormonal feedback regulation of each of the
factors. In general, the blood cerebrospinal fluid and blood
brain barriers are highly permeable to water carbon dioxide
oxygen andmost lipid soluble substances such as alcohol and
aesthetics. These are slightly permeable to the electrolytes
such as sodium chloride and potassium and impermeable
to plasma proteins and most nonlipid soluble large organic
molecules. Therefore, the blood cerebrospinal fluid and
blood brain barriers often make it impossible to achieve
effective concentrations of therapeutic drugs such as protein
antibodies and nonlipid soluble drugs in the cerebrospinal
fluid or parenchyma of brain.These also remove out harmful
blood toxicants and drug metabolites out of the brain. More
specifically, all essential molecules are transported across the
barrier, while harmful molecules are denied entry, and BBB
performs a very effective job of maintaining homeostasis for
the most vital organ of the human body [24].

In addition, there are few drugs/compounds which
increase the permeability of the blood brain barrier [25]
temporarily by increasing the osmotic pressure in the blood
which loosens the tight junctions between the endothelial
cells. By loosening the tight junctions, restrictiveness of
the barrier could decrease and makes it easier to allow a
molecule to pass through it. But, this should be done in a very
controlled environment because of the risk associated with
these drugs. First, the brain can be flooded with molecules
that are floating through the blood stream usually blocked
by the barrier. Secondly, when the tight junctions loosen, the
homeostasis of the brain can also be thrown off, which can
result in seizures and the compromised function of the brain
[25]. This method is applicable for diffusion for psychoactive
drugs. But, rate of entry of compounds that diffuse into the
brain depends on their lipid solubility. Moreover, substances
with high lipid solubility may move across the blood brain
barrier by simple diffusion, while lipid insoluble compounds
are denied. For example, the permeability of lipid-soluble
compounds, such as ethanol, nicotine, iodoantipyrine, and
diazepam, is very high; hence, their uptake by the brain is
limited only by blood flow. In contrast, polar molecules, such
as glycine and catecholamines, enter the brain very slowly,
thereby isolating the brain from neurotransmitters in the
plasma.

3.1. Transport of Molecules and Ions Across Biomembrane.
More specifically, transport proteins are transmembrane pro-
teins which contain multiple membrane spanning segments
and are generally 𝛼 helix.These proteins lined the membrane
and allow movement of hydrophilic substances without
coming into contact with the hydrophobic interior of the
membrane. Oppositely, small hydrophobic molecules pass
through the membrane by simple diffusion. Meanwhile, few

gases like O
2
and CO

2
and small unchanged polar molecules

such as urea and ethanol can move by simple diffusion across
themembrane (Figure 3). Nometabolic energy is required for
diffusion because these molecules simply move from a high
to a low concentration in a gradient manner. Thus, plasma
membrane regulates the transport of molecules into and out
of the cell by simple diffusion and active transport (Figure 4).

Brain capillary endothelial cells contain three classes
of transmembrane proteins which mediate transport of
molecules, ions, sugars, amino acids, and other metabolites
across cell membranes. Most of these transport proteins are
integral membrane proteins, which remain embedded in the
plasmamembrane and othermembranes.These containmul-
tiple transmembrane domains which permit the controlled
and selective transport of molecules and ions across the
membrane.These transmembrane proteins couple the energy
released by hydrolysis of ATP with the energy required for
transport of substances against their concentration gradient.
Different classes of pumps belong to transmembrane protein
family, exhibit characteristic structural and functional prop-
erties, and act as ATP powered pumps or cassettes, channels,
and transporters. These also work as ATP-dependent efflux
pump and are member of intrinsic membrane proteins
like P-glycoprotein (P-gp) [26, 27]. This pump also occurs
in the luminal plasma membrane of BMEC and prevents
the intracellular accumulation of an extensive variety of
chemotherapeutic agents and hydrophobic compounds.

Cytoplasmic matrix contains various kinds of ions which
assist in maintaining osmotic pressure and acid base balance
in the cells. Retentions of ions in the matrix produce an
increase in osmotic pressure that allows entrance of water in
the cell. The concentration of ions in the intracellular fluid
differs from interstitial fluid. Hence, a high order of difference
exists between intracellular K+ and extracellular Na+ in nerve
and muscle cells. Therefore, free calcium ions may occur
in cells or circulating blood, while free ions of phosphate
(HPO

4

− and H
2
PO
4

−) occur in the matrix and blood. These
ions maintain buffering system and tend to stabilize pH
of blood and cellular fluids. Thus, electrolytes play a vital
role in the maintenance of osmotic pressure and acid base
equilibrium in thematrix.Mg2+ ions, phosphate, and so forth
are good examples of the electrolytes. Electrolytes like Na+
and Cl− move across by specific channels and transport pro-
teins (Table 1). More exceptionally, few important minerals
occuring in matrix in nonionizing state are Na, K, Ca, Cu,
I, Fe, Mn, Mo, Cl, Zn, Co, Ni, and so forth because of their
much essential physiological need. Thus, the composition
of interstitial fluid resembles that of blood, and specific
receptors or transporters in the plasmamembrane of the cells
being bathed by the interstitial fluidmay interact directlywith
amino acids, hormones, or other compounds from the blood
(Table 1). More often, barrier limits the accessibility of blood-
borne toxins and other potentially harmful compounds to
the neurons of the CNS because of restriction imposed
by transcapillary movement of substrates in the peripheral
circulation into the brain.

3.2. Transport of Fuels. Glucose is main primary energy
substrate or metabolic fuel of the brain.This maintains major
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Table 1: Cellular functions of various kinds of metal and nonmetal ions inside cell and its transport mechanisms.

Element Ionic form Transport mechanism Functions References

Molybdenum MoO4
2 Ion transporters

Cofactor or activator of certain
enzymes (e.g., nitrogen fixation,
nucleic acid metabolism, and
aldehyde oxidation)

Cobalt Co2+ Ion transporters, DMT1 Constituent of vitamins B12

Copper Cu+, Cu2+ ATP 7A catalyzes,
Cu-transporting ATPase

Constituent of plastocyanin and
cofactor of respiratory enzymes. [28–32]

Iodine (heaviest
trace element) I Diffusion and ion

transporters

Constituent of thyroxin,
triiodothyronine, and other
thyroid hormones.

Boron BO3
3−, B4O

−2 Ion transporters Activates arabinose isomerase.

Zinc Zn2+ Enzyme and protein
carriers

Cofactor of certain enzymes (e.g.,
carbonic anhydrase,
carboxypeptidase)

Manganese Mn2+, (Mn2+).[4] DMT1
Cofactor of certain enzymes (e.g.,
several kinases, isocitric
decarboxylase).

Iron Fe2+, Fe3+ DMT1 Constituent of haemoglobin,
myoglobin, and cytochromes.

Magnesium Mg2+ Ion transporters Constituent of chlorophyll
activates ATPase enzyme

Sulphur SO4
2 Ion transporters Constituent of coenzyme A,

biotin, thiamine, and proteins.

Phosphorus PO4
3−, H2PO4 Ion transporters

Constituent of lipids, proteins,
nucleic acids, sugar phosphates,
and nucleoside phosphates.

Calcium Ca2+ Ion transporters
Constituent of plant cell walls;
matrix component of bone tissue;
cofactor of coagulation enzymes.

Potassium K+ Diffusion and ion
channels

Cofactor for pyruvate kinase and
K+-stimulated ATPase.

Sodium Na+ Diffusion and ion
channels

Perform nerve functions, acid
base balance, and homeostasis

Cadmium Cd2+ DMT1
Zinc2+ Zn, ZIP6 (LIV-1) Zinc transporters Metabolic cellular functions [33]

Aluminium Al Transferrin-receptor
mediated endocytosis

Metal ions Fe, Cu, and Ag

Multiple transport
proteins, Na+/K+ pump,
K+ channel, Na+ lysine
symporter channel, and
sodium-lysine
transporter

Work as electrolyte in plasma [34]

Metal ions Fe, Cu, and Ag
Membrane transporter
proteins such as ABC
transport proteins

Enzymatic cellular functions [35]

Free metal ion and
complexes

Fe, Cu, Ag oxides,
and sulphates

Transferrin carries metal
species, such as the free
metal ion and complexes
of the metal with an
amino acid or protein.

Transmigration of proteins [36, 37]

Divalent metals Fe, Cu, Ag, and
zinc

(DMT1, DCT1, and
Nramp2) transports,
ferroprotein,

[36, 38, 39]
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Table 1: Continued.

Element Ionic form Transport mechanism Functions References

Divalent metals

Fe3+ and cobalt
(Co2+), Ca++,
Fe++, Mn++,
Cd++, Cu++,

Ni++, Pb++, Zn ++

Divalent metal
transporter 1, divalent
cation transporter 1
(DCT1)

Iron-overload disorders [40, 41]

Trivalent metals Al and Mn Diferric transferrin [42]

Methyl mercury Transport by the
L-cysteine system [43]

metabolic functions and physiology of neuronal network
present inside brain and its regular supply is essentially
required. Glucose is a polar substrate whose combustion
or catabolism needs large oxygen consumption. Interest-
ingly, glucose transport occurs through both endothelial
cells by facilitated diffusion and by GLUT 1 and GLUT
3 transporters [44, 45] present on the surface of neurons
and endothelial cells. Normally, brain capillary endothelial
cells possess insulin-independent, GLUT-1 glucose trans-
porters which mediate the facilitated diffusion of glucose
through the blood brain barrier [44, 46]. Moreover, rate of
glucose transport through endothelium depends on energy
metabolism occurring inside brain or depends on glucose
utilization. Thus, glucose itself functions as a rate limiting
ligand or metabolite and it is transferred from ECF to
neurons when its concentration falls in blood lower than
the normal glucose level. When cellular concentration of
glucose becomes high, its transport is obstructed automati-
cally. Further, transporters found on the surface of neuronal
and endothelial cells differ in their activity. In fact, same
transporters also occur on other cell membranes which
transport two to three times more glucose than normally it
is metabolized by the brain.Thus glucose utilization depends
on concentration resides with the cell that also determines its
transport. There are several glucose transporter syndromes
known. But among all most common syndromes glucose
transporter type 1 deficiency syndrome is important because
it more severely effect glucose transport in children. Thus,
impairment of GLUT-1 results in a low glucose concentration
in the CSF and causes hypoglycorrhachia with clinical symp-
toms like seizures, mental retardation, and compromised
brain development in children. Moreover, most mammalian
cells express GLUT1 uniporter transporter that transports
blood glucose to fulfill cellular energy needs. This uniporter
(GLUT1) transporter traverses between two conformational
sites or posses two phases one a glucose binding site faces the
outside of membrane while glucose binding site faces inside
(Table 2), during the unidirectional transport of glucose from
the cell exterior inward to the cytosol. Hence, in a state when
glucose concentration becomes higher inside the cellular
outside, GLUT1 catalyze the net export of glucose from the
cytosol to the extracellular medium. More specifically, it is
the stereo specificity of the glucose transport system that
permits transport of d-glucose, rather than l-glucose, to enter
the brain. Similarly, hexoses, such as mannose and maltose,
are rapidly transported into the brain, while the galactose

uptake takes place intermediately, and fructose uptake occurs
very slowly. Interestingly, uptake of 2-deoxyglucose occurs
so fast that it competitively inhibits the transport of glucose.
Further, soon after glucose uptake and its transport into the
cells, it is rapidly phosphorylated to form glucose 6 phosphate
which cannot be transported out of the cell. This step
completes more rapidly and at a constant rate. Further, even
if intracellular glucose level is low, then glucose is imported
from the medium. Sometime, the rate of glucose transport
into the ECF normally exceeds the rate required for energy
metabolism by the brain. Thus, glucose transport becomes
rate limiting if blood glucose levels fall lower than the normal
range. In such hypoglycemic condition, glucose level lowers
approximately to 60mg/d which also reduced the 𝐾m values
of the GLUT-1 transporters found in the endothelial cells
(Table 2). Moreover, monosaccharide transport proteins play
important role in carbohydrate assimilation, distribution,
metabolism, and homeostasis [46] (Figures 3 and 4).

3.3. Transport of Monocarboxylic Acids. Monocarboxylate
transporters play important role in the maintenance of the
glycolytic metabolism through proton linked transport of
monocarboxylic acid [60] (Figure 2). These are transported
by a separate stereospecific system [61] that is slower than
the transport system for glucose. In the cerebrovascular
endothelium, monocarboxylic acid transporter 1 (Mct1) con-
trols blood-brain transport of short chain monocarboxylic
acids such as L-lactate, acetate, pyruvate, ketone bodies,
acetoacetate and 𝛽-hydroxybutyrate monocarboxylic and
ketoacids to support energy metabolism and play potential
role in treating brain diseases (Table 2) [66]. Monocarboxy-
late transporter (MCT) isoforms 1–4 catalyze the proton-
linked transport of monocarboxylates such as L-lactate
across the plasma membrane, whereas MCT8 and MCT10
transporters transport thyroid hormone and aromatic amino
acids [61]. Furthermore, MCTs 1–4 also play important
metabolic roles including energy metabolism in the brain,
skeletal muscle, heart, tumor cells, T-lymphocyte activation,
gluconeogenesis in the liver and kidney, spermatogenesis,
bowel metabolism of short-chain fatty acids, and drug trans-
port. These transporters showed their distinct properties,
expression profile, and subcellular localization matching the
particularmetabolic needs of a tissue (Table 2).Mct1 function
is acutely decreased in rat brain cerebrovascular endothelial
cells by 𝛽-adrenergic signaling through cyclic adenosine
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Table 2: Transport mechanisms of gases, solvents, and substances across blood brain barrier.

Type of substance/gas Transporter Location Functions References
Small inorganic
molecules, that is O2,
CO2, NO, and H2O

Diffusion Ionic pores/receptors Influx or efflux [47]

Oxygen Diffusion Ionic pores/receptors Vitality, homeostasis,
and cellular metabolism [48]

Ammonia Passive diffusion Ionic pores/receptors Irritation, toxic [49]
Nitric oxide Passive diffusion Ionic pores/receptors Toxic [50]

Water Diffusion and by
aquaporins 1–5

Membrane surface
aquaporins

Controls water relations,
regulators of
transcellular water flow

[51–54]

Ethanol By filtration moving
through water spaces Ionic pores

Alcohol-induced
oxidative/nitrosative
stress alters brain
mitochondrial
membrane properties
and alters basal
extracellular glutamate
concentrations and
clearance in the
mesolimbic system

[55–57]

Solutes Paracellular or
transcellular diffusion Luminal surface Influx or efflux [58, 59]

Glucose, hexose
(GLUT-1)

Facilitated diffusion by
GLUT 1 and GLUT 3
Transporters

Glucose,
morphine-6-𝛽-D
glucuronide

Influx and efflux
monosaccharide
transport Proteins play
important role in
carbohydrate
assimilation,
distribution,
metabolism, and
homeostasis

[44–46]

Monocarboxylate Proton linked transport Maintenance of
glycolytic metabolism

Proliferation of
T-lymphocytes [60, 61]

Monocarboxylate
(MCTI) Facilitated diffusion

Benzoic, lactic,
lovastatin, and pyruvic
acid

Influx and efflux
promising
pharmacological targets
including for cancer
chemotherapy

[61, 62]

Anion exchange (band 3) Facilitated diffusion Cl−/HCO3
−, lactate, and

metal-anion com- Influx and efflux

Tf-FMMs
transferring-conjugated
fluorescein loaded
magnetic nanoparticles

Receptor mediated
transcytosis Nanoparticles Influx, drug delivery [63]

Polycationic proteins
and lectins

Absorptive-mediated
transcytosis Membrane receptors Influx, therapeutic [64]

Peptide

Saturable or facilitated
transport and
transmembrane diffusion
or passive diffusion

Membrane receptors Influx, therapeutic [64]

Saturated fatty acids Facilitated diffusion Octanoate Influx
Urea Facilitated diffusion Efflux
Xenobiotics Xenobiotics transporters Ionic pores/receptors Out flux, toxicity [65–67]
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Table 2: Continued.

Type of substance/gas Transporter Location Functions References

Xenobiotics. 1-methyl-4-
phenylpyridinium
(MPP+)

Uptake2
(Oct1-3/Slc22a1-3,
Pmat/Slc29a4), Net, and
Mate1/Slc47a1
transporters

ATP-driven xenobiotic
efflux transporters [35, 68, 69]

monophosphate (cAMP). It constitutively cycles through
clathrin vesicles and recycling endosomes in a pathway that
is not dependent on cAMP signaling in endothelial cells.
Thus, regulated and unregulated vesicular trafficking of Mct1
in cerebrovascular endothelial cells are highly significant for
understanding normal brain energy metabolism, etiology,
and potential of therapeutic approaches to treating brain
strokes/diseases [66]. Normally, during fasting or starva-
tion, level of ketone bodies in the blood gets elevated,
and MCT1 transporter gets upregulated. Moreover in adults
and neonates during prolonged starvation ketone bodies
serve as important fuels for the brain. This results in an
elevation rate and capacity of monocarboxylic acid trans-
port substantially in suckling neonates. Therefore, due to
increased metabolic requirements of the developing brain in
adults, higher concentrations of monocarboxylic acids are
supplied in breast milk that fulfill energy needs of neonates.
In addition, metabolism of short-chain fatty acids (SCFA),
mainly acetate, appears to occur mainly in astrocytes and its
transport in the brain is performed by monocarboxylic acid
transporter family (Table 2) [62]. It is inhibited by phloretin,
a high-affinity inhibitor that binds to MCT1 and slows down
physiological activities [62]. More often, potent and specific
MCT1 inhibitors can prevent proliferation of T-lymphocytes
that may help to achieve promising pharmacological targets
including cancer chemotherapy [46].

3.4. Transport of Substances andGases. Brain and other tissue
organs possess various structural barriers that are made up of
cellular vasculaturemonolayer of endothelial cells.These cells
form elaborate tight junction complexes that efficiently limit
the paracellular transport of solutes. The BBB has a number
of highly selective mechanisms for transport of nutrients into
the brain. But, there occur four basic mechanisms by which
solute molecules move across membranes. First mechanism
is simple diffusion, which proceeds from low to high con-
centrations. Second is facilitated diffusion, a form of carrier-
mediated endocytosis, in which solute molecules bind to spe-
cific membrane protein carriers. This also controls from low
to high concentration.Third is simple diffusion which occurs
through an aqueous channel, formed within the membrane.
Fourth is active transport through a protein carrier with a
specific binding site that undergoes a change in affinity. Active
transport requires ATP hydrolysis and conducts movement
against the concentration gradient. Moreover, movement
between cells is paracellular diffusion [58], while diffusion
across the cells is called transcellular diffusion. Both types of
diffusionmechanism are found in the brain, both ofwhich are
nonsaturable and noncompetitive. It is a spontaneous process

depending on random movement of solutes. It occurs due to
free-energy change of a solute diffusing across a membrane
that directly depends on the magnitude of the concentration
gradient. Moreover, para cellular diffusion does not occur to
any great extent at the BBB, due to presence of tight junctions
or structural barriers. Moreover, para cellular diffusion does
not occur to any great extent at the BBB, due to presence
of tight junctions or structural barriers but in transcellular
diffusion, the general rule is followed that is higher the
lipophilicity of a substance; greater will be its diffusion
into the brain [59]. More specifically, biogenic amines are
transported through BBB by diffusion and it never occurs
by carrier-mediated transport. Contrary to this, for uptake
of other substances, uptake1 carrier involves that occuring
at the luminal surface of BBB. More specifically, if two
substances are similar, but vary in molecular weight, the
smaller substance will penetrate more rapidly; consequently,
small inorganic molecules (i.e., O

2
, CO
2
, NO, and H

2
O) are

highly permeable. Additionally, hydrogen bond reduction
of a compound will enhance its membrane permeability.
Removal or masking of hydrogen bonding donor group from
a compoundwill effectively decrease the transfer energy from
water into the cell membrane [47].

More specifically, capillary endothelial cells also possess
wide range of transporters that selectively transport solutes
and xenobiotics [65]. These transporters are found at the
luminal (blood) side of membranes in vivo and maintain
specific transport mechanisms for transport of various bio-
materials [66]. This is the main reason that, the capillary
beds most of organs, allow rapid passage of molecules from
blood through the endothelial wall of the capillaries into
the interstitial fluid. Therefore, diffusion or transport of
biomolecules across the membrane is operated with the
help of integral and transmembrane proteins and receptors.
Meanwhile, transported molecules and ions interact to spe-
cific receptors or transporters in the plasma membrane of
the cells. These receptors remain embedded or bathed by
the interstitial fluid and may interact directly with amino
acids, hormones, or other compounds from the transported
or transferred from blood. Due to semipermeable nature
of BBB, many nonpolar substances, such as drugs and
inert gases, directly diffuse through the endothelial cell
membranes, while a large number of other compounds are
transported through the endothelial capillaries by facilitative
transport. Contrary to this, nonessential fatty acids cannot
come across the blood brain barrier but essential fatty acids
are transported across the barrier. Further, metabolic fuels,
monocarboxylic acids, ethanol, vitamins and neurotrans-
mitters are carried by carrier-mediated transport because
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low lipid soluble biomolecules can traverse the blood brain
barrier. But, water and gases like O

2
, CO
2
, and NO

2
diffuse

directly across the endothelial wall (Table 2). Diffusion
plays a crucial role in brain function. The spaces between
cells can be likened to the water phase of foam and many
substances move within this complicated region. Diffusion
in this interstitial space quantified frommeasurements based
on novel microtechniques. Besides delivering glucose and
oxygen from the vascular system to brain cells, diffusion
also moves informational substances between cells, a process
known as volume transmission. Therefore, diffusion is also
found essential to many therapies that deliver drugs to the
brain. The diffusion-generated concentration distributions
of well-chosen molecules also reveal or image the structure
of brain tissue. These concepts and methods are highly
applicable for making therapeutic measures for improvement
of neurodegenerative diseases [67].

In state of any infection, concentration of both gases dif-
fers largely. Therefore, patients under different physiological
and pathological conditions show nonrespiratory acidosis
and a decrease in paO2 induced an increase of CBF when
the oxygen tension in cerebral venous blood fell below 35–
40mm Hg. At the same time, the cerebral glucose uptake,
the cerebral lactate output, and the lactate-pyruvate ratio in
cerebral venous blood increased. Critical conditions occurred
for the oxygen supply of the brain when cerebral venous
p
𝑂2

fell below approximately 30mm Hg. In edematous brain
areas of patients, rCBF decreased with increasing brain water
content. Disease state and invasion of infection largely affect
hematocrit, vascular diameter, blood viscosity, blood flow,
metabolic rate, nonlinear oxygen dissociation curve, arterial
PO
2
, P
50

(oxygen tension at 50% hemoglobin saturation
with O

2
), and carbon monoxide concentration. Finally, the

various types of hypoxia such as hypoxic, anemic, and carbon
monoxide hypoxia arise [70]. It also affects oxygen transport
in brain microcirculation [70]. More often, systemic and
myocardial oxygen transport shows responses to brain death
in pigs [48]. Both SVR and EO(2) decreased after brain death
(𝑃 < .01) and remained low, while lactate level remains
unchanged. Moreover, profound metabolic alterations occur
in condition of brain death and major complications are
related to oxygen transport and its supply [48].

It is clear that capillary blood flow played an important
role in the transport of gases and extra vascular vasomotor
action. The exchange of gases such as CO

2
, O
2
, N
2
O, and Xe

and volatile anesthetics in cerebral tissues takes place rapidly
by simple diffusion (Table 2).This depends on cerebral blood
flow and cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen consumption in
the cortical capillary levels [71]. Direct external application
of oxygen to cerebral cortex causes cerebral vasoconstriction,
while carbon dioxide resulted in dilation of cerebral vessels
[72]. Further, concentration of these gases in the brain comes
into equilibrium with the plasma which is primarily limited
by the cerebral blood flow rate. In addition, gaseous exchange
brain also depends on pure ventilation and neurological,
physiological, and pathological state [73]. Moreover, end
tidal carbon dioxide acts as a marker of stress response in
patients [73], while inert gases, like N

2
O and Xe, can be used

as markers to measure cerebral blood flow. An interesting

contrast is observed between CO
2
and H+ with regard to

their effects on brain pH. As the permeability of CO
2
greatly

exceeds in BBB than the H+, the pH of the brain interstitial
fluid reflects blood pCO

2
rather than blood pH. Interestingly,

central respiratory chemoreceptors sense the changes that
occur after alteration in CO

2
concentration and pH in

the brain tissue [74]. Consequently, patients which facing
metabolic acidosis show compensatory respiratory alkalosis,
and their brain contain high pH and become alkalotic.
Besides these gases, ammonia is believed to play key role in
the development of hepatic encephalopathy with increased
formation of glutamine playing a central role. Ammonia
passes through BBB by passive diffusion [49], while nitric
oxide donor induces long-term survival in rats [50].

3.5. Diffusion of Water. Water rapidly enters the brain pass-
ing through capillary membranes via the intercellular gaps
between or pores in the endothelial cells or special areas
where the cytoplasm is very thin. Normally, due to high
permeability, water moves freely into or out of the brain
as the osmolality of the plasma changes. In addition,cell
membrane possesses specific channels or pores through
which diffusion of water occurs in association of certain
proteins. These proteins are named aquaporins that belong
to family of membranous proteins. These proteins allow
water and few other small uncharged molecules such as
glycerol to cross biomembrane. These proteins are found in
all living organisms and at least 6 different water channel
proteins have been identified in various cell membranes in
humans.These aquaporin proteins form complexes that span
the membrane and water moves through these channels
passively in response to osmotic gradients (Table 2). These
channel proteins are present in highest concentrations in
tissues where rapid transmembrane water movement occurs,
for example, in renal tubules.Moreover, aquaporin 0 found in
the lens in the eye has a role inmaintaining lens clarity.While
aquaporin 1 occurs on the red cell membrane, and proximal
convoluted tubule, thin descending limb of the Loop ofHenle
in the kidney, choroid plexus, smooth muscle, unfenestrated
capillary endothelium, exocrine sweat glands, hepatic bile
ducts and gallbladder epithelium where it perform water
diffusion. Moreover, aquaporin 2 is ADH-responsive water
channel specifically found in the collecting duct in the inner
medulla. Furthermore, insertion of the channel into the apical
membrane also occurs followingADH stimulation. Aquapor-
ins 3 and 4 normally are found in the basolateral membrane
in the collecting duct but they are not altered by ADH levels.
Recently, aquaporin 4 has also been identified in the ADH-
secreting neurons of the supraoptic and paraventricular
nuclei in the hypothalamus that functions as a hypothalamic
osmoreceptor and regulates body water balance. Aquaporin
5 occurs in lacrimal and salivary glands and in the lungs.
Thus, aquaporins increase the water permeability of cell
membranes, while other membranes of aquaporins family
transport hydroxyl-containing molecules such as glycerol
rather than water. Few structural mechanisms involved in
gating induced regulation of aquaporins [75]. Aquaporins
or water channel proteins are also found in insects the
western tarnished plant bug,Lygus hesperus (Table 2) [49] and
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plants. These proteins control water relations [54] and act as
regulators of transcellular water flow [52].

Water also easily enters the lymphatic capillaries via
gaps between the lymphatic endothelial cells. These gaps
function as flap valves and promote forward lymphflowwhen
the capillaries are compressed. In other areas of the body,
the water permeability of capillary membranes is quite low,
because pores or slits are lacking in the blood brain barrier
and it greatly limits water movement by the intercellular
pathway. Hence, water transport occurs by dissolving in the
membrane phase. This refers to water crossing the lipid
bilayer of the cell membrane by diffusion. But, lipid compo-
sition of different cell membranes varies, which determines
rate of fluid flow across cell membranes that greatly varies. In
some membranes, the water flux is very high and cannot be
accounted for water diffusion across lipid barriers.Therefore,
it is possible and operative that membranes possess some
proteins that form aqueous channel through which water can
pass. This is inferred in artificial lipid bilayers; water does
not cross membrane easily, and the same process occurs in
naturalmembranes. In addition, substances, which are water-
soluble typically, do not cross lipid membranes easily unless
specific transport mechanisms are present. Nevertheless,
paradoxically, water crosses nearly all the membranes in the
body with ease. Moreover, water permeability and transport
are regulated by the capillary endothelium and rate of
cerebral blood flow. In fact, in normal condition permeability,
constant of the cerebral capillary wall to the diffusion of
water is about the same as that required for its diffusion
across lipid membranes. Thus, osmotic pressure allows water
to move across membranes and its unavailability produces
deficiencies known as fenestrations and diffusion across the
lipid cell membranes of the endothelial cells. Fenestrations
are found only in capillaries in special areas where very high
water permeability is necessary for the function of these areas.
These fenestrated capillaries and vascular sinusoids permit
rapid exchange of water and solute between the plasma and
extracellular fluid and supply the choroid plexus (Table 2)
[53]. High water permeability is maintained in glomerular
capillaries found in kidney than in muscle capillaries. Other
areaswith fenestrations are the capillaries in the intestinal villi
and in ductless glands.

3.6. Transport of Ethanol. Alcohol consumption causes intox-
ication of cells, as it is transported into the brain. Once
alcohol is consumed, it leaves the gastrointestinal (GI) tract
and enters into the bloodstream through blood capillaries.
It is carried to the heart by streaming blood, from where
alcohol is sent to the lungs and also come back to the heart
with the oxygenated blood. Alcohol is pumped through the
arterial system and distributed in all organs of the body.
Ethanol travels within the arteries that lie between the skull
and the brain itself. These arteries branch out into capillaries
and dive deep into the brain tissue. Ethanol passes through
these capillaries so as to reach the neurons in the brain.
Unfortunately, in the brain, there is no barrier for ethanol
and it crosses the blood brain barrier very easily. It is a polar
solvent, lipophilic in nature that mixes easily with the fat in

the membrane. It makes it easy for ethanol to cross the blood
brain barrier. In the case of other biological membranes,
ethanol moves across by filtration moving through water
spaces because it dissolves in water, where it is absorbed by
passive diffusion and moves with the concentration gradient
through the membrane. Similarly, in the brain capillaries,
due to lipophilic property, ethanol allows moving by passive
diffusion across the endothelial cell membrane and through
the astrocyte layers. Similarly, small lipophilic drugs diffuse
passively across the blood brain barrier including nicotine,
marijuana, and heroin that cause intoxication in the brain
(Table 2). Contrary to this, water-soluble nutrients such as
glucose and large water-soluble molecules such as vitamins
need specific transporters to be transported across the BBB.
This process requires energy and is known as active trans-
port of biomolecules. Increased uptake of alcohol increases
neurobiological effects [55] and alters basal extracellular
glutamate concentrations and clearance in the mesolimbic
system of alcohol-preferring [56]. Alcohol-induced oxida-
tive/nitrosative stress alters brain mitochondrial membrane
properties in experimental animals (Table 2) [57].

3.7. Transport of Vitamins. Vitamins are indispensable
dietary compounds which require in small amounts few
micrograms to milligrams per day to be present in our
food. These do not serve as an energy supply. They are low
molecular weight compounds and their insufficient intake
causes malnutrition and multiple metabolic defects and
diseases. Vitamin deficiency causes certain physiological and
biochemical abnormalities which affect body metabolism,
growth, and development. Vitamins cannot be synthesized
inside body and are required in small amounts to support
normal metabolism. They are needed for normal function,
growth, and maintenance of body tissues and for regulation
of chemical reactions in the body. Vitamin D affects
brain development and function and its low levels cause
neuropsychiatric diseases like autistic spectrum disorder and
schizophrenia [76]. Vitamin D deficiency in early life affects
neuronal differentiation, axonal connectivity, dopamine
ontogeny, and brain structure and function (Table 3)
[76]. Deficiency of vitamin E may cause neurological
dysfunction, myopathies, and diminished erythrocyte life
span. Chemically, vitamins belong to diverse classes of
compounds and are classified according to their solubility
into water and fat. Since vitamins cannot be synthesized
by the brain, they must be obtained from the blood. Thus,
specific transport systems are required for carrying vitamins
across blood brain barrier (Table 3). Generally, these
transport systems possess a low capacity since the brain
requires only small amounts of the vitamins and efficient
homeostatic mechanisms preserve brain vitamin content
without the need for a rapid influx from the blood. How
vitamins are transferred across the mammalian blood brain
barrier and choroid plexus into brain and CSF and how
vitamin homeostasis in brain is achieved is an important
issue (Table 3) [77].

The majority of vitamins are water-soluble but a few vital
vitamins such as A, D, E, and K are fat-soluble. They are
absorbed in the lymph and are transported in the blood
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Table 3: Vitamins and their transport across the blood brain barrier (BBB); mechanisms and functions.

Fat-soluble Transport mechanism Physiological functions Deficiency disease References

Vitamin A (retinol and
retinoic acid)

Vitamins show specific
high-affinity to proteins
which transport them.
These are also
transported after being
mixed with lipid micelles
formed with the aid of
bile salts, lysolecithin,
lower glycerides, and
cholesterol.

Stored in liver; maintains
general health and vigor
of epithelial cells.

Xerophthalmia [59, 78]

Vitamin D (calciferol)

Vitamin D and its
hydroxylated
metabolites are
transported in the blood,
bound to a transport
protein DBP which is
also very important in
the placental transfer of
25-hydroxy-vitamin Dl.

Involved in intestinal
absorption of calcium and
phosphorus and in
calcium metabolism and
bone formation.

Rickets and
osteomalacia;
it also affects brain
development, function
and its low levels cause
neuropsychiatric
diseases like autistic
spectrum disorder and
schizophrenia. Its
deficiency in early life
affects neuronal
differentiation, axonal
connectivity, dopamine
ontogeny, and brain
structure and function.

[76, 79]

Vitamin E
(Tocopherol)

Intestinal absorption
and transport occur with
chylomicrons.
Alpha-tocopherol is
mostly transferred to
parenchymal cells of the
liver where it is stored.

Inhibit catabolism (i.e.,
oxidation) of certain fatty
acids of cellular
membranes.

Hemolytic anemia
affects brain functions
mainly related to
mitochondrial and
peroxisomes.

[80]

Vitamin K
(naphthoquinone)

Vitamin K is a quinone
compound in the human
body in a storage form as
menaquinone (MK);
distribution includes
regulated amounts in
mitochondrial
membranes. The human
brain, which has low
amounts of typical
vitamin K dependent
function (e.g., gamma
carboxylase) has
relatively high levels of
MK, and different
regions of brain have
different amounts.

Required for the
formation of prothrombin
(an essential component
of blood clotting).
Coenzyme Q is a quinone
synthesized de novo, and
the levels of synthesis
decline with age. The
levels of MK are
dependent on dietary
intake and generally
increase with age.

Sever bleeding during
delivery, delayed blood
clotting, MK has a
characterized role in the
transfer of electrons to
fumarate in prokaryotes.
A newly recognized
fumarate cycle has been
identified in brain
astrocytes.

[81]

Water Soluble Vitamins
Vitamin B (thiamine) By diffusion

Essential for synthesis of
acetylcholine;
rapidly destroyed by heat,
carbohydrate metabolism.

Beriberi, polyneuritis
affect impulse
transmission, thoughts,
and intelligence.

Vitamin B2 (riboflavin) By diffusion

Forms the coenzyme FAD
which is involved in
metabolism of
carbohydrates and
proteins.

Dermatitis, blurred
vision.
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Table 3: Continued.

Fat-soluble Transport mechanism Physiological functions Deficiency disease References

Niacin (nicotinic acid) By diffusion

Forms the coenzyme
NAD which is involved in
energy-releasing
reactions. In lipid
metabolism, it inhibits
production of cholesterol
and helps in fat break
down.

Pellagra

Vitamin B6 (pyridoxine)

Transported across brain
and choroid plexus in
nonphosphorylated B
form and has separate
carriers.
The vitamin B6
derivative pyridoxal
phosphate is a cofactor
in the synthesis of
GABA.

Forms coenzymes
involved in amino acid
metabolism in brain and
is involved in fat
metabolism; it imposes
inhibitory effects on the
brain neurons that show
protective role during
hypoxia or ischemia.

Convulsion, both
cofactor and
noncofactor vitamin
(e.g., of B(1), B(3), B(6),
and E) have potential
role in the therapy of
brain disorders.

[77]

Folic acid By diffusion, and protein
transporters

Essential for synthesis of
DNA;
overcooking destroys it.

Macrocytic anaemia

Biotin (vitamin H) By diffusion and protein
transporters

Acts as coenzyme in
metabolism of
carbohydrates, fatty acids,
and nucleic acid.

Mental depression,
muscular pain,
dermatitis, and nausea

Vitamin B12
(cyanocobalamin)

Vitamin B12 permease
ABC protein
transporter; it transports
protein containing two
transmembrane domains
(T) and two cytosolic
ATP binding domain.

Acts as coenzyme
necessary for DNA
synthesis, red blood cell
for motion, growth, and
nerve function.

Malfunctioning of CNS

Vitamin C (ascorbic acid)

Absorbs through
diffusion by glucose
GLUT1 transporter,
glucose GLUT1 also
transports
dehydroascorbic acid
into the brain and its
transport is inhibited by
d-glucose;
Slc23a1 is ascorbic-acid
transporter that is a
Na+-dependent system.

Promotes protein
synthesis (collagen),
wound healing, and iron
absorption; protects body
against infections;
rapidly destroyed by heat.

Scurvy:
vitamin C crosses the
placenta and is an
essential requirement in
the perinatal period.

[82, 83]

with carrier proteins, from which these are delivered to
the brain. Both fat-soluble and water-soluble vitamins have
different mechanism of absorption and transport. The water-
soluble vitamins are B and C which are absorbed easily
through diffusion (Table 3). The B vitamins include thiamin,
riboflavin, niacin, folate, pyridoxine, and B12. The water-
soluble vitamins are easily dissolved and can be excreted
in the urine. Moreover, vitamin deficiency would only be
corrected by ingesting that vitamin through diet. Never-
theless, dietary deficiency of some vitamins can produce
neurological disease. Transport and metabolism of vitamin
B6 forms are transported across brain and choroid plexus in

nonphosphorylated B form [84] and have separate carriers
(Table 3) [77]. Moreover, after transport, vitamins are accu-
mulated by brain cells by separate, specialized systems. More
often, both cofactor and noncofactor vitamins (e.g., of B(1),
B(3), B(6), and E) have potential role in the therapy of brain
disorders [77]. In bacteria, E. coli vitamin B12 permease is
ABC protein transporter that imparts a variety of molecules
form the environment. These transport proteins contain two
transmembrane domains (T) and two cytosolic ATP binding
domains. In mammals, nearly 50 different ABC transporter
proteins are known these are mostly expressed in the liver,
intestine, kidney, and brain sites where natural toxic and
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waste products are removed by the body.Themain substrates
of these ABC transporter proteins are sugar amino acids,
cholesterol, bile acids, phospholipids, peptides, proteins,
toxins and foreign substances (Table 3). More specifically,
some ABC proteins flip phospholipids and other lipid soluble
substrates from one membrane leaflet to the opposite leaflet
(Table 3).

Vitamin C crosses the blood brain barrier in the oxidized
form through the glucose transporters [82]. In contrast, the
oxidized form of vitamin C, dehydroascorbic acid (oxidized
ascorbic acid), readily enters the brain and is retained in the
brain tissue in the form of ascorbic acid. More specifically,
glucose GLUT1 also transports dehydroascorbic acid into the
brain and its transport is inhibited by d-glucose, but not by l-
glucose (Table 3).The facilitative glucose transporter, GLUT1,
is expressed on endothelial cells at the blood brain barrier and
is responsible for glucose entry into the brain [82]. It is an
importantmechanism bywhich the brain acquires vitaminC.
Further, oxidation of ascorbic acid is an important regulatory
step in accumulation of the vitamin by the brain [82]. Vitamin
C concentrations in the brain exceed those in blood by 10-
fold. In both tissues, the vitamin is present primarily in the
reduced form, ascorbic acid.

Fat-soluble vitamins such as A, D, E, and K are absorbed
in the lymph and are transported in the blood with the help
of specific carrier proteins, from which these are delivered
to the brain.. Transport of vitamins A (retinol, retinoic acid)
and D (1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 [1,25-(OH)2D3] and 25-
hydroxyvitamin D3 [25-(OH)D3]) derivatives through the
rat brain capillary endothelial wall, that is, the blood brain
barrier (BBB), occurs in two forms (Table 3): first, after
binding to albumin and a plasma transport protein to which
these vitamins bind with specific high-affinity. Moreover,
vitamin D and its hydroxylated metabolites are transported
in the blood, bound to a transport protein DBP [79] that is
also very important in the placental transfer of 25-hydroxy-
vitamin Dl. Moreover, during absorption from the intestine,
vitamin A and 𝛽-carotene become finely dispersed in the
intestinal fluid in mixed lipid micelles formed with the aid of
bile salts, lysolecithin, lower glycerides, and cholesterol.These
facilitate the transfer of the vitamin and other lipid compo-
nents across the mucosal cell membrane [78]. Interestingly
ester is transported in association with 𝛽-carotene in the 𝛽-
lipoprotein fraction. More specifically, physiologically active
vitamin A alcohol on the other hand is attached to a specific
protein carrier with properties very similar to ceruloplasmin
in the 𝛼

2
-globulin fraction (Table 3) [78].

Vitamin E includes eight naturally occurring fat-soluble
nutrients called tocopherols and dietary intake of vitamin
E activity is essential in many species (Table 3) [80]. 𝛼-
Tocopherol is absorbed via the lymphatic pathway and trans-
ported in association with chylomicrons. In plasma, alpha-
tocopherol is found in all lipoprotein fractions but mostly
associated with apo-B-containing lipoproteins in man. In
rats, approximately 50% of alpha-tocopherol is bound to
high density lipoproteins (HDL). After intestinal absorption
and transport with chylomicrons, alpha-tocopherol is mostly
transferred to parenchymal cells of the liver wheremost of the
fat-soluble vitamin is stored. Very small amount of vitamin

E is stored in the nonparenchymal cells (endothelial, stellate,
and Kupffer cells). 𝛼-Tocopherol is secreted in association
with very low density lipoprotein (VLDL) from the liver [80].
In the rat, about 90% of total body mass of alpha-tocopherol
is recovered in the liver, skeletal muscle, and adipose tissue.
Most 𝛼-tocopherol is located in the mitochondrial fractions
and in the endoplasmic reticulum, whereas little is found in
cytosol and peroxisomes (Table 3) [80].

Normally, vitamin E derived from food is absorbed in the
intestine and then transported into the liver on molecules
called chylomicrons. After a meal, chylomicrons are formed
to transport fat-soluble vitamins (such as vitamin E), dietary
fats, and cholesterol from the intestine to the liver. Once
in the liver, 𝛼TTP transfers vitamin E from chylomicrons
to very low-density lipoproteins (VLDLs), which carry fat,
fat-soluble vitamins, and cholesterol from the liver to other
tissues throughout the body. The VLDLs are then released
into the bloodstream so the accompanying vitamin E can
be used in the body. The 𝛼TTP protein is also thought to
transport vitamin E to nerve cells (neurons) in the brain.
Vitamins or their derivatives perform important roles as
catalysts of enzymatic reactions; hence, they are also known
as coenzymes. Biotin, pyridoxal-phosphate, and riboflavin
can be covalently bound to the apoenzymes and are called
prosthetic groups. Other coenzymes, in contrast, serve as
mobile carriers of reactive chemical compounds. Most reac-
tions of primary metabolism require the help of vitamins.
The TTPA gene provides instructions for making the 𝛼-
tocopherol transfer protein (𝛼TTP), which is found in the
liver and brain. This protein controls the distribution of
vitamin E obtained from the diet (also called 𝛼-tocopherol)
to cells and tissues throughout the body. Vitamin E is an
antioxidant that protects cells in the body from the damaging
effects of unstable molecules called free radicals (Table 3).

Quinone compounds act as membrane resident carriers
of electrons between components of the electron transport
chain in the periplasmic space of prokaryotes and in themito-
chondria of eukaryotes. Vitamin K is a quinone compound
in the human body in a storage form as menaquinone (MK);
distribution includes regulated amounts in mitochondrial
membranes. The human brain, which has low amounts of
typical vitamin K dependent function (e.g., gamma carboxy-
lase), has relatively high levels of MK, and different regions of
brain have different amounts [81]. Coenzyme Q is a quinone
which synthesizes de novo, and its levels of synthesis decline
with age. The levels of MK are dependent on dietary intake
and generally increase with age. MK has a characterized role
in the transfer of electrons to fumarate in prokaryotes. A
newly recognized fumarate cycle has been identified in brain
astrocytes (Table 3) [81].

Slc23a1 is ascorbic-acid transporter that is essential for
vitamin C transport into the brain, many tissues (Table 3).
Vitamin C crosses the placenta and is essentially required
in the perinatal period (Sotiriou et al, 2002) [83]. It is used
to prevent scurvy and works as a cofactor for hydroxylases
required for posttranslational modifications that stabilize
collagen. In addition, vitamin C is also essential for per-
forming many enzymatic reactions. Vitamin C also acts as a
free radical scavenger.Moreover, few specific nonoverlapping
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transport proteinsmediate the transport of the oxidized form
of vitamin C, dehydroascorbic acid, and the reduced form, L-
ascorbic acid, across biological membranes. Vitamin C also
crosses the blood-brain barrier in the oxidized form through
the glucose transporters [82] (Table 3). Dehydroascorbic acid
uptake occurs by facilitated-diffusion glucose transporters,
GLUT 1, 3, and 4, but under physiological conditions. These
transporters are unlikely to play a major role in the uptake
of vitamin C due to the high concentrations of glucose that
effectively block its influx. In addition, L-ascorbic acid enters
cells via Na+-dependent systems that have two isoforms
SVCT1 and SVCT2v transporters. Transport by both isoforms
is stereospecific, with a pH optimumof approximately 7.5 and
a Na+ and ascorbic acid stoichiometry of 2 : 1. SVCT2 may
exhibit a higher affinity for ascorbic acid than SVCT1 but with
a lower maximum velocity [83]. The two isoforms also differ
in their tissue distribution: SVCT1 is present in epithelial
tissues, whereas SVCT2 is vitamin C transport systems of
mammalian cells occuring in most tissues with the exception
of lung and skeletal muscle and mammalian cells (Table 3)
[85].

3.8. Transport of Neurotransmitters. Neurotransmitters are
small, water-soluble molecules which are diffused across the
membrane of presynaptic and post synaptic neuron fiber.
There are three main categories of substances that act as
neurotransmitters. First category is amino acids such as
glutamic acid, GABA, aspartic acid, and glycine; second
category is of peptides such as vasopressin, somatostatin,
and neurotensin; third category is of monoamines like nore-
pinephrine, dopamine, serotonin, and acetylcholine. Among
all neurotransmitters, glutamic acid (=glutamate) and GABA
are major neurotransmitters of the brain but monoamines
and acetylcholine perform specialized modulating functions,
often confined to specific structures. The peptides neuro-
transmitters perform specialized functions in the hypotha-
lamus and act as cofactors elsewhere in the brain. Based on
chemical nature and receptor binding brain, neurotransmit-
ters are different and perform varied functions. For example,
glutamate performs excitatory function, whereas others (like
GABA) are primarily inhibitory (Table 4). Dopamine inter-
acts with receptors and shows either excitatory or inhibitory
effect. These are receptors which determine whether a trans-
mitter acts rapidly by direct action on an ion channel (e.g.,
nicotinic acetylcholine receptors) or slowly by a second-
messenger system that allows for synaptic plasticity (e.g.,
muscarinic acetylcholine receptors). Interestingly, both speed
and mechanism of transmitter inactivation after the signal
also act as a factor. In addition, different neurotransmitters
such as acetylcholine, serotonin, and catecholamine are
synthesized, released, transported, inactivate, and signal in
different manner. These widely differ in delivery in neuronal
circuits located in the brain (Table 4) [86].

More often, CNS contains many neurotransmitters but
peripheral nervous system contains acetylcholine and nore-
pinephrine neurotransmitters. Acetylcholine is a major neu-
rotransmitter that occurs in the peripheral nervous system.
It is usually but not always an excitatory neurotransmitter
in contrast to the monoamine neurotransmitters, which are

nearly always with a few exceptions inhibitory. Acetylcholine
is synthesized in the brain from acetyl-CoA and formed in
glucose metabolism and is in association with choline, which
is actively transported across the blood brain barrier. The
acetyl-CoA and choline are independently synthesized in
the neuron cell body (motor neurons). Most dietary choline
comes from phosphatidyl choline (Table 4), the major phos-
pholipid in the membranes of plants and animals, but it does
not occur in bacteria. Acetylcholine is independently trans-
ported along the axon to the synapse where they are conju-
gated into acetylcholine. Acetylcholine receptors are located
on the surface of post synaptic cell membrane of nerve cells of
brain as well as outside the brain onmuscle cell surface where
it controls excitation. Acetylcholine is transported through
receptor-mediated transport either by ligand gated channels
or by G protein coupled receptor receptors. Similarly, choline
is also transported carrier-mediated process. Acetylcholine
is largely inhibited by certain molecules such as dimethyl
aminoethanol, hemicholinium, and tetraethyl ammonium
chloride. As it is true that the brain and its blood brain
barrier cannot synthesize choline, its transport occurs by
transporters which regulate the formation of acetylcholine in
the central nervous system (Table 4) [87]. Moreover, binding
of neurotransmitters to a G protein coupled receptor induces
the opening and closing of a separate ion channel protein
over a period of seconds or minutes. More exceptionally,
neurotransmitters, mainly opioids, are directly released from
the brain to the blood through saturable glycoproteins (Pgp)
transport system [88]. It is also true that all neurotransmitters
are released by exocytosis, which involves certain molecular
events and protein complexes [86]. Moreover, bisazaaromatic
quaternary ammonium salts act as ligands for the blood
brain barrier choline transporter [89], by exploiting nutrient
transporters at the blood brain barrier, and can improve brain
distribution of small molecules [90], while stress induces
choline transport across blood barrier (Table 4) [91].

3.8.1. AminoAcidNeurotransmitters. Glycine is a neurotrans-
mitter that is only found in vertebrate animals. After synthe-
sis, it is released into a synapse and binds to a receptor which
makes the postsynaptic membrane more permeable to Cl−
ions. Thus, glycine hyperpolarizes the membrane and makes
it less likely to depolarize. It is an inhibitory neurotransmitter
(Table 4). Aspartate is neurotransmitter that is primarily
localized to the ventral spinal cord and opens an ion channel.
It is inactivated by reabsorption into the presynaptic mem-
brane. Aspartate is an excitatory neurotransmitter, which
increases the likelihood of depolarization in the postsynaptic
membrane. Moreover, both glutamic acid and aspartic acid
are the two acidic amino acids found in proteins which pos-
sess 2 carboxyl groups. These amino acids destroy neurons
when released in excessive amounts. Interestingly, both of
these form an excitatory/inhibitory pair in the ventral spinal
cord comparable to the excitatory/inhibitory pair formed by
glutamate and GABA in the brain. Glutamate is the most
commonneurotransmitter in the brain. It is always excitatory,
because of simple receptors that increase the flow of positive
ions by opening ion channels. Glutamate stimulation is
terminated by a (chloride-independent)membrane transport
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Table 4: Major neurotransmitter transporters occur at blood brain barrier.

Neurotransmitters Transporter/mechanism Location Influx or efflux/function References

Neurotransmitters Diffusion
Membrane of presynaptic
and postsynaptic neuron
fiber

Influx [86]

Choline Carrier-mediated
process

Membrane of presynaptic
and postsynaptic neuron
fiber

Influx and efflux regulate
the formation of
acetylcholine in the
central nervous system.

[87]

Acetylcholine
Facilitated diffusion,
saturable glycoproteins
(Pgp) transport system

Neuronal circuits of brain,
membrane of presynaptic,
and postsynaptic neuron
fiber

Influx, Synaptic
transmission, occurs in
peripheral nervous
system.

[86, 88–90]

Glycine Receptor mediated Membrane receptors
Makes the postsynaptic
membrane more
permeable to Cl-ions.

Aspartate Aspartate ion channel Membrane receptors

Glutamate

Glutamate
chloride-independent
membrane transport
system

Membrane receptors

Glutamate/asparate ATP-driven Na+-K+-ase Membrane receptors

Biogenic amines,
norepinephrine

Norepinephrine
transporter, uptake1 and
uptake2
carrier-mediated
transporters, Net
(Slc6a2), Dat (Slc6a3),
and Sert (Slc6a4)

Norepinephrine

Norepinephrine
transporter Alzheimer’s
disease and attention
deficient hyperactivity
disorder

[68, 92, 93]
[94–96]; [97]

Melatonin Membrane receptors

Melatonin receptors in
the area postrema
located outside the
blood-brain barrier

[98, 99]

Peptides Membrane receptors [100]
Cholecystokinin-1
receptor agonist

Cholecystokinin-1
receptor agonist Membrane receptors [101, 102]

GI hormone Membrane receptors [103, 104]
Insulin, transferrin,
insulin-like growth
factors and vasopressin

Receptor-mediated
transcytosis Membrane receptors [105]

Serotonin Serotonin

GABA (GAT2, BGT1) Amino acid transporter GABA

GABA imposes
inhibitory effects on the
brain neurons that show
protective role during
hypoxia or ischemia,
active transport into the
astrocyte glial cells

Nucleoside
transporters
Equilibrative
nucleoside transporters
(ENTes & ENTei)

Nucleoside transporters Nucleoside
Purine and pyrimidine
nucleosides, purine, and
pyrimidine nucleosides

Ion transporters
Na/K-ATPase Active transport Potassium Nerve conduction
Ca-ATPase Active transport Calcium Bone marrow
Sodium Active transport Sodium Nerve conduction
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Table 4: Continued.

Neurotransmitters Transporter/mechanism Location Influx or efflux/function References

Potassium, chloride Active transport Potassium/chloride
cotransporter Nerve conduction

ATP-binding cassette
(ABC) transporters

P-glycoprotein (P-gp)
multidrug resistance
transporter
(mouse
Mdr1a [Mdr3], Mdr1a
[Mdr3],
Mdr1b [Mdr1], and
Mdr2; human MDR1 &
2)

Active transport

Organic, hydrophobic,
and amphipathic cations:
𝛽-adrenergic blockers,
anthracyclines,
cyclosporine A, digoxin,
etoposide,
glucocorticoids,
loperamide,
morphine, phenytoin,
vecuronium, verapamil,
and vinca alkaloids

Inhibition of drug
transport

Multidrug resistance
associated protein
(MRP1)

Active transport

Amphipathic anions and
glutathione, glucuronide
and sulfate conjugates:
benzylpenicillin,
doxorubicin, etoposide,
methotrexate, vinblastine,
and
vincristine

Efflux

MRP2 (c-MOAT) Active transport Organic anions Efflux

MRP3 (MOAT-D) Active transport Methotrexate, anionic
conjugates Efflux

MRP4 (MOATB) Active transport Nucleoside-based
antivirals Efflux

MRP5 (MOAT-C) Active transport
Cyclic nucleotides,
glutathione conjugates,
and organic anions

Efflux

MRP6 (MOAT-E) Active transport Peptides Efflux

Breast cancer resistance
protein BCRP) Active transport

Similar to P-gp substrates;
camptothecin derivatives,
daunorubicin,
doxorubicin,
mitoxantrone, and
topotecan

Efflux

OCT1-3, Active transport

Monoamine
neurotransmitters,
cationic neurotoxins,
amantadine, memantine,
desipramine, dopamine,
and serotonin

Influx and efflux

OCTN1 Active transport
Antiarrhythmic drugs,
tetraethylammonium
verapamil

Influx and efflux

OCTN2
𝛽-lactam antibiotics,
L-carnitine, and
tetraethylammonium

Influx and efflux

Organic ion transporting
polypeptide 1 (oatp1,
OATP1)

Active transport

Bulky organic cations,
glucuronide conjugates,
steroid hormones, estrone
sulfate, indinavir,
nelfinavir, opioid agonists,
and ouabain

Influx and efflux
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Table 4: Continued.

Neurotransmitters Transporter/mechanism Location Influx or efflux/function References

Oatp2, OATP2 Active transport

Amphipathic anions: bile
acids, cholate, digoxin,
estrogen conjugates,
opioid agonists, and
ouabain, taurocholate;
dehydroepiandrosterone
sulfate and
estrone-1-sulfate efflux;
[26]-enkephalin;
3,5,3-triiodo-L-thyronine

Influx and efflux

Oatp3 Active transport
Digoxin, [26]-enkephalin,
fexofenadine
3,5,3-triiodo-L-thyronine

Influx and efflux

BBB-specific anion
transporter type 1 (Bsat1,
oatp14)

Active transport T4 Influx and efflux

OATP-A, OAT1, OAT3 Active transport

Amphipathic anions, bile
acids, deltorphin
II, estrone-1-sulfate,
fexofenadine,
opioid peptides, and
benzylpenicillin
Cimetidine,
dehydroepiandrosterone
sulfate, estrone sulfate,
indoxyl sulfate, and PAH

Influx and efflux

system that is only used for reabsorbing glutamate and
aspartate across the presynaptic membrane. Glutamate and
aspartate reenter the cell by a transporter driven by the high
extracellular concentrations of Na+ and the high intracellular
concentrations of K+. Sodium enters the cell along with
the amino acids, while potassium leaves the cell in similar
proportion. Thus, entry of both glutamate and asparate is
indirectly powered by the ATP-driven Na+-K+-ase (sodium
pump) which creates the high ion concentration gradients
(Table 4). As aspartate is an essential amino acid that does
not synthesize in biological systems. Hence, it is either
supplemented in the diet as synthetic chemical or supplied
by any exogenous source.

Aspartate binds specifically to the NMDA glutamate
receptor which is regulated both by a glutamatemolecule and
by voltage. NMDA receptors interact with ligand repeatedly
and develop capacity for an activity-dependent increase in
synaptic efficiency that work as long-term potentiation or
LTP, which plays important role in learning and memory.
NMDA receptors are found densely concentrated in the cere-
bral cortex mainly in hippocampus (CA1 region) amygdala
and basal ganglia. These are highly vulnerable to glutamic
acid that makes damaging effects due to excessive excitatory
neurotransmitter release. Similarly, excitotoxicity due to glu-
tamic acid is a major destructive process seen in stokes and
other forms of brain ischemia. Moreover, granule cells of the
dentate gyrus of the hippocampus are rich in nitric oxide syn-
thetase. Glutamate stimulation of NMDA receptors results
in nitric oxide synthesis and enhancing neurotransmitter

release from adjacent synapses. Here, nitric oxide works as
neuromodulator (Table 4). Similarly, monosodium glutamate
(MSG) occurs as a major component of soya sauce and
destroys nerve cells when fed to young animals. Normally
it does not cross the blood-brain barrier but functions
as a neurotransmitter is an important question. Increased
alertness (or anxiety) due to caffeine may be mainly due
to blockage of adenosine receptors which normally inhibit
glutamate release. In turn, glutamate released into synapses is
either reabsorbed directly into neurons by the ion-exchange
transport system or is soaked up by astrocytes or glial cells
which convert the glutamate into glutamine amoleculewhich
cannot cause excitotoxicity. The glutamine can then be safely
transported back to neurons for reconversion into glutamate.
One of the damaging effects of mercury poisoning is swelling
of astrocytes, which are rendered unable to soak up glutamine
from synapses contributing to excitotoxicity (Table 4).

3.8.2. Gamma Amino Butyric Acid (GABA). GABA is the
major inhibitory neurotransmitter of the brain, occurring
in 30–40% of all synapses. Its concentration in the brain
is 200–1000 times greater than that of the monoamines or
acetylcholine. It occurs highly concentrated in the substantia
nigra and globus pallidus nuclei of the basal ganglia, followed
by the hypothalamus, the periaqueductal grey matter, and
the hippocampus. GABA receptor is connected to a chloride
ion channel that allows more chloride ions to enter inside
the cell and make the membrane less likely to depolarize.
GABA is synthesized in the brain from the Krebs citric
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acid molecule, that is, 𝛼 keto glutarate (Table 4). GABA
is commonly inactivated after release into the synapse by
active transport into the astrocyte glial cells that are closely
associatedwith synapses. GABA is synthesized fromglutamic
acid and is catabolized back into the citric acid cycle. The
vitamin B6 derivative pyridoxal phosphate is a cofactor in
the synthesis of GABA. It imposes inhibitory effects on the
brain neurons that show protective role during hypoxia or
ischemia. Both alcohol and barbiturates show similar effects
on the GABA receptors. In fact, potentiation of chloride
influx into neurons is a major mechanism in the effect of
ethanol on the brain (Table 4).

3.8.3. Primary Monoamine Neurotransmitters. Dopamine,
norepinephrine, and serotonin are primary monoamine
neurotransmitters. Biochemically, both dopamine and
norepinephrine are catecholamines, while serotonin is an
indolamine. Both dopamine and epinephrine are primarily
inhibitory neurotransmitters and make postsynaptic cells
inhibitory for catecholamines. There are 3-4 times more
dopaminergic cells in the CNS than adrenergic cells.
Dopamine in the caudate nucleus facilitates posture, whereas
dopamine in the nucleus is found associated with animal’s
speed and pleasure. There are two primary dopamine
receptor types: D

1
(stimulatory) and D

2
(inhibitory); both

act through G-proteins D
2
receptors (Table 4). More often,

these occur on the dopaminergic neurons and provide partial
negative feedback. These are autoreceptors that can inhibit
both dopamine synthesis and release. Moreover, amino acid
tyrosine is converted into dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA)
by the tyrosine hydroxylase enzyme using oxygen, iron,
and tetrahydrobiopterin (THB) that act as cofactors. High
concentrations of dopamine inhibit tyrosine hydroxylase
activity through an influence on the THB cofactor. There are
four main dopaminergic tracts in the brain the nigrostriatal
tract, tuberoinfundibular tract, mesolimbic tract, and
mesocortical tract. Dopamine cells project topographically
to the areas they innervate. Overstimulation of D

2
receptors

in the mesolimbic and mesocortical systems evokes
schizophrenia. Dopamine is also responsible for induction
of vomiting by stimulation of D

2
cells in the chemoreceptor

trigger zone, stimulation of growth hormone release by
D
2
receptors, and increased exploration and locomotion.

Interestingly, in the males, sexual behavior is increased by
dopamine agonists, whereas sexual behavior in females is
increased by dopamine antagonists. Moreover, for treatment
of Parkinsonian patients DOPA, treatment is given but it
develops psychotic symptoms resembling schizophrenia
(Table 4).

Norepinephrine. Norepinephrine is a major neurotransmitter
that occurs in the peripheral nervous system. It is synthe-
sized from dopamine means of the enzyme dopamine beta-
hydroxylase (DBH), with oxygen, copper, and vitamin C
as cofactors inside adrenal medulla. Dopamine synthesis
occurs in the cytoplasm, but norepinephrine is synthesized
in the neurotransmitter storage vesicles. Cells which utilize
norepinephrine for formation of epinephrine use s-adenyl

methionine (SAMe) as a methyl group donor, an elevated
level of cortisol in the medulla, induce phenylethanolamine
N methyltransferase (PNMT), an enzyme which catalyzes
the conversion of norepinephrine to epinephrine. The
most prominent norepinephrine-containing (noradrenergic)
nucleus identified is locus ceruleus located in the pons, which
accounts for over 40% of noradrenergic neurons in the rat
brain. Other noradrenergic neurons are clustered in lateral
tegmental area, neocortex, hippocampus, and cerebellum
that receive noradrenergic stimulation exclusively from the
locus ceruleus (Table 4). Most of the dopaminergic innerva-
tion of the hypothalamus comes from the lateral tegmental
nuclei.

Epinephrine plays important role in short-term and
long-term regulator of stress and development of illness
[106]. It occurs in much lesser amount than norepinephrine.
Desipramine inhibits norepinephrine reuptake, with little
effect on dopamine. Similarly, imipramine and amitriptyline
are inhibitors of norepinephrine and serotonin reuptake by
the presynaptic terminals but are more potent for sero-
tonin. Beta-noradrenergic receptors also apparently inhibit
feeding, whereas alpha-receptors seem to stimulate feeding.
Moreover, MAO inhibitors reduce metabolism of all cate-
cholamines; it is believed that the antidepressant effect is
more related to norepinephrine than to dopamine. More
specifically, tricyclic antidepressants such as amitriptyline 3-
ring structure increase appetite that is considered as a side
effect that is induced in weight gain. Contrary to this, both
cocaine and amphetamine reduce appetite. But, cocaine acts
as a potent inhibitor of catecholamine reuptake, but it does
not act as an antidepressant. However, excessive cortisol
secretion causes depression and is associatedwith diminished
noradrenergic inhibition of corticotropin-releasing hormone
secretion in the hypothalamus which induces anxiety in
experimental animals. Similarly, triple reuptake inhibitors
(TRIs) inhibit serotonin-norepinephrine-dopamine reup-
take, enhance monoaminergic neurotransmission by block-
ing the action of the monoamine transporters, and raise
extracellular concentrations of these neurotransmitters in
baboons and humans (Table 4) [92].

Similarly, it is also well confirmed that catecholaminergic
and serotonergic neurotransmitter systems are implicated in
the pathophysiology of attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD). The amino acid tyrosine is the
precursor for synthesis of the catecholamines dopamine
and norepinephrine, while tryptophan is the precursor of
serotonin. Similarly, a disturbed transport of tyrosine, as
well as other amino acids, generates number of psychiatric
disorders, such as schizophrenia and bipolar disorders.
Moreover, an altered tryptophan and alanine transport in
fibroblasts causes attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder
in growing juveniles (ADHD [107]. In addition, natural
antioxidant compounds, which pass through BBB, are better
neuroprotective agents and show novel approach towards
excitotoxicity protection and oxidative stress associated
with excess 𝛽 amyloid (A𝛽) preservation in AD. This is
represented by selective glutamatergic antagonists that
possess antioxidant capabilities. Both GSH and (R)-𝛼-
lipoic acid (LA) get covalently linked with the NMDA
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receptor antagonists memantine (MEM) and are used in
treatments of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). It is a symptomatic
approach based on the use of cholinesterase inhibitors or
N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor antagonists [108].
Norepinephrine transporter (NET) plays important role
in pathophysiology of many neurodegenerative diseases
such as Alzheimer’s disease and hyperactivity disorders
[93]. Dopamine, norepinephrine, and serotonin excess
and their respective amino acid precursors have also been
associated with brain dysfunction [109]. Furthermore,
decreased availability of acetylcholine during critical illness
leads to decreased counter-regulatory activity in response to
inflammatory disease states that causes additional injury and
neurotransmitter imbalances (Table 4).

Serotonin. Serotonin is a neurotransmitter which is inde-
pendently synthesized from tryptophan transported across
the blood brain barrier. Normally, its 1-2% concentration is
found in the brain but highest concentration occurs in the
pineal body. Serotonin neurotransmitter neurons are located
in the raphe nuclei. Vitamin D hormone regulates serotonin
synthesis [110]. Serotonin synthesis is a 2-step process, the
first step of which requires the enzyme tryptophan hydrox-
ylase with oxygen, iron, and THB as cofactors. Neither the
enzyme nor the cofactors are rate limiting for either step
of these reactions. Serotonin concentration in the brain
is far more sensitive to the effects of diet than any other
monoamine neurotransmitter. Serotonin concentration can
be increased up to 10-fold by dietary supplementation in
laboratory animals. Hence, consumption of a meal rich in
carbohydrate, branch-chained amino acids, and tryptophan
has a particularly dramatic effect because both glucose from
carbohydrate and branch-chained amino acids (especially
leucine) increase insulin secretion. Insulin facilitates the
transport of the branch-chained amino acids into muscle
cells, thereby reducing the competition tryptophan faces
for the large neutral amino acid transporter that takes it
across the blood brain barrier. In mammals, noradrenergic
neurons near the optic nerve are inhibited by light. In
darkness, norepinephrine stimulation of pineal cells causes
the release of cyclic AMP second-messenger, which activates
(phosphorylates) the N-acetyl transferase enzyme which
catalyzes acetylation of serotonin (Table 4).

Melatonin. Melatonin (MEL) is an endogenous neurohor-
mone that performs many biological functions and shows
powerful antioxidant effect [98]. It is synthesized from
serotonin in a 2-step process that takes an acetyl group
from acetyl-CoA and a methyl group from by SAMe
(s−adenosyl methionine). Melatonin induces pigment light-
ening in cells and acts as a neurotransmitter that regu-
lates diurnal (circadian) and seasonal behavior and physi-
ology in mammals. Melatonin ameliorates neural function
by promoting endogenous neurogenesis through the MT2
melatonin receptor in ischemic-stroke mice [111]. Melatonin
shows protective effects against ischemic stroke and reduces
oxidative/inflammatory stress. This results in preservation
of BBB integrity and enhances endogenous neurogenesis by
upregulating neurodevelopmental gene/protein expression

[111]. Circulatingmelatonin canmodulate baroreceptor reflex
control of HR, thus resetting it toward lower HR values.
The modulatory effects of melatonin may be mediated via
melatonin receptors in the area postrema, located outside the
blood brain barrier (Table 4) [8]. MEL protects the brain
tissue from the oxidative stress induced hypobaric hypoxia
(HH) and prohibit loss of pericellular haloes, shrunken neu-
rons with scanty cytoplasm and hyperchromatic, pyknotic or
absent nuclei; reactive gliosis and edema. Melatonin counter-
acts the deleterious effects of oxidative stress and defies neu-
ronal death, reactive astrogliosis, memory impairment, and
cognitive dysfunctions. Therefore, all dietary supplements
containing melatonin are proved highly useful because of
their neuroprotective activities for the therapy of hypoxia-
induced consequences. Melatonin in humans acts as an
inhibitor of sexual activity and also stimulates production
of brown adipose tissue, a special form of fat which (when
burned) only produces heat, not ATP. This is especially
important for hibernating animals (Table 4).

Similar to melatonin, insulin in the brain also regulates
the metabolism, molecular composition, and cognitive per-
formance of microcircuits and reduces food intake; cerebral
insulin levels are altered in diabetes, aging, obesity, and
Alzheimer’s disease [112]. Insulin level in the brain is several
folds higher than blood plasma levels. Local application
of glucose or glibenclamide to neurogliaform cells mimics
the excitation suppressing effect of external insulin on local
microcircuits via insulin receptors. Thus, neurogliaform cells
might link GABAergic and insulinergic action in cortical
microcircuits [112]. There is an increase in vascular disorders
such as hypertension and Alzheimer’s disease (AD). There
is association between hypertension and an increased risk
of developing AD in population and antihypertensive med-
ications in the management of cognitive disorders which
improve independent blood pressure lowering effects and
lead to better treatment and/or prevention options for AD
[113] (Table 4).

3.8.4. Peptide Neurotransmitters. Peptides are the most com-
mon neurotransmitters in the hypothalamus. Their complex
structure can allow for high receptor specificity. They are all
synthesized on ribosomes and are inactivated by hydrolysis
at the synapse rather than by reuptake. Peptides are far
more potent than other neurotransmitters, requiring only
very small amounts to produce a profound effect. Even
very minute amounts of somatostatin can inhibit growth
hormone release. Opioid peptides include the endorphins,
enkephalins, and dynorphins. Enkephalins are frequently
found in presynaptic (axoaxonic) synapses. Opiates and
enkephalins (or endorphins) inhibit the firing of locus
ceruleus neurons.The highest concentration of opioid recep-
tors is found in the sensory, limbic, and hypothalamic regions
of the brain and is particularly high in the amygdala and
periaqueductal grey area. Opioids tend to be released as
slower-acting cotransmitters which modulate the action of
the associated neurotransmitter (such as glutamate) which
is being released from the same synapse. Although opioids
are generally inhibitory, they have an excitatory effect on
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hippocampal pyramidal neurons mediated by inhibition of
GABA release (Table 4).

Neuropeptides play a crucial role in the normal func-
tion of the central nervous system and peptide receptors
hold great promise as therapeutic targets for the treatment
of several CNS disorders[104]. But, it is very difficult to
harness drug-like properties of peptides to transform them
into marketable therapeutic molecules because of their poor
stability, solubility, and incompatibility. Moreover, recent
technical advances have broken these limitations and somany
therapeutic peptide drugs are developed to treat a wide range
of diseases such as diabetes, cancer, and pain. Further, the
same is favored and practiced by clinicians for potential
utility of agonists at central neurotensin, cholecystokinin,
neuropeptide Y, and oxytocin receptors [104]. Moreover,
successful approaches have been developed to increase the
stability and longevity of peptides in vivo (Table 4). It leads
to the improvement in delivery because of easy penetration
across the blood brain barrier, [104]. Further, therapeutic
potential of peptide agonists is also harnessed for the treat-
ment of major CNS disorders such as schizophrenia, anxiety,
depression, and autism.

Neuropeptides are signaling molecules which participate
in the modulation of synaptic transmission and are stored in
dense core synaptic vesicles.These are released after profound
excitation [100]. Only in the extracellular space, neuropep-
tides act on G-protein coupled receptors to exert a relatively
slow action both pre- and postsynaptically [100].Therefore,
neuropeptide modulators are considered ideal candidates to
influence epileptic tissue overexcited during seizures. Many
of these peptides are considered to participate in endogenous
neuroprotective actions because they bind to their own recep-
tors that implicate them in epilepsy and other CNS disorders.
Mainly, neuropeptide receptors occur in the hippocampus
and are widely concerned to temporal lobe epilepsy. Sim-
ilarly, receptors of other neuropeptides like somatostatin,
neuropeptide Y, galanin, dynorphin, enkephalin, substance P,
cholecystokinin, vasoactive intestinal polypeptide, hormones
such as ghrelin, angiotensins, corticotropin-releasing hor-
mone, adrenocorticotropin, thyrotropin-releasing hormone,
oxytocin, and vasopressin involved in epilepsy [100]. There-
fore, activation and inhibition of receptors by oral application
of peptides as drugs are typically not efficient because of low
bioavailability, rapid degradation, and insufficient penetra-
tion of peptides through the blood brain barrier. Further,
development of nonpeptide agonists and antagonists of neu-
ropeptide receptors as well as gene therapeutic approaches
leads to the local production of agonists and antagonists
within the central nervous system (Table 4) [100].

Similarly, neuropeptide substance P (SP) has been impli-
cated in inflammation, pain, depression, and breast cancer
cell (BCC) growth. SP plays role in trafficking of BCCs
(human MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-231BrM2 cells) across
the blood brain barrier (BBB) and brain microvascular
endothelial cells (BMECs) using in vitro and in vivo models
[114]. The proinflammatory peptide substance P promotes
blood brain barrier breaching by breast cancer cells through
changes in microvascular endothelial cell tight junctions.
SP secreted from BCCs induces transmigration of BCCs

across the BBB, leading to activation of BMECs and secretion
of TNF-𝛼 and Ang-2, resulting in BBB impairment and
colonization of tumor cells in brain (Table 4). Therefore,
therapies based on SP inhibition in combination with other
therapies may prevent breaching of the BBB by BCCs and
their colonization in brain (Table 4) [114].

Similarly, gastrointestinal hormones act in the central
regulation of energy metabolism and show potential sensory
roles for the circumventricular organs [103]. These gener-
ate a variety of circulating signals which provide essential
information to the central nervous system (CNS) regarding
nutritional status.The gastrointestinal system producesmany
of such molecules that show profound effects on feeding
behavior and the control of metabolism as a consequence
of their ability to regulate the neural circuitry involved
in metabolic homeostasis. Many of these substances show
lipophobic characteristics which could be used for therapeu-
tics diseases neurosensory organs [103]. More often, sensory
circumventricular organs (CVOs), found in the brain, are not
protected by the normal blood brain barrier. These possess
receptors for and functional actions of gastrointestinal hor-
mones such as amylin, cholecystokinin, ghrelin, and peptide
YY in the area postrema and subfornical organ. These play
significant roles for the sensory CVOs in the regulation of
energy balance (Table 4) [103].

Cholecystokinin (CCK) seems to function in the pro-
duction of satiety; administration of small quantities of this
peptide into the ventricles or the paraventricular nucleus
inhibits feeding. It is associated with dopamine synapses in
some limbic areas and appears tomodulate dopamine release.
Such peptide synergy with other transmitters is common.
These neuropeptides show synergy as GABA is found asso-
ciated with somatostatin and serotonin with substance P.
Similarly, low doses of the peptide vasopressin can enhance
learning in laboratory animals, but humans with vasopressin
deficiency show no signs of memory impairment. It increases
blood pressure and should be approached with caution.
Safer analogues may yet be found. Similarly, leptin regulates
energy expenditure and body weight by acting both on the
hypothalamus and on peripheral targets [101] and central
actions of leptin are enhanced by cholecystokinin (CCK).
The interaction between leptin and CCK causes physiological
alterations in animals experimental after infusion of more
leptin into the CNS [101]. Similarly, apolipoprotein AIV (apo-
AIV) and cholecystokinin (CCK) concentration generate
gastrointestinal satiation signals that are stimulated by fat
consumption [102].Therefore, peripheral apo-AIV requires an
intact CCK system and vagal afferents to activate neurons in
the hindbrain to reduce food intake [102].

3.8.5. Biogenic Amine Neurotransmitters. The trafficking of
neurotransmitters within the brain depends greatly on the
so-called uptake1 and uptake2 carrier-mediated processes,
which maintain the balance between neurotransmitters in
the intracellular and extracellular fluids of the nervous
parenchyma [68]. These transporters also make the extracel-
lular clearance of biogenic amine neurotransmitters at synap-
tic clefts. Both uptake systems regulate the neurotransmitter
concentration and modulate/terminate receptor-mediated
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effects within the neurovascular unit (NVU). Uptake2 (Oct1-
3/Slc22a1-3, Pmat/Slc29a4) and Mate1/Slc47a1 transporters
are also involved in the transport of xenobiotics. More
specifically, functional Net and Oct1 transporters occur at the
luminal BRB surface. These heterogeneous transport proper-
ties of the brain and retina NVUs suggest that the BBB helps
protect the brain against biogenic amine neurotransmitters in
the plasma, while the BRB hasmore of ametabolic/endocrine
role (Table 4) [68].

More specifically, both transporters uptake1 and uptake2
play important role in the clearance of dopamine, sero-
tonin, and norepinephrine at the synaptic cleft [94, 97].
These are classified based on their affinity/capacity for sub-
strates/inhibitors and sensitivity to ions. More specifically,
uptake1 transporter binds with high-affinity to Na+/Cl−-
dependent unidirectional symporters such as Net (Slc6a2),
Dat (Slc6a3), and Sert (Slc6a4), while uptake2 transporters
show lower affinity.Uptake1 is polyspecific and shows binding
to Na+/Cl−-independent symporters. Uptake1 transporter
assists in transportation of some biogenic amine neurotrans-
mitters and xenobiotics in both directions that depends on
their concentration gradient. Among all symporters, best
known are Oct1-3 (Slc22a1-3) and Pmat [95, 96, 115]. It is
also true that trafficking of biogenic amine neurotransmitters
is not restricted to neurons but it might also occur at the
blood-nerve barriers and in some peripheral tissues [116–
118]. Therefore, it is much possible that both uptake1/2
transporters could modulate the local availability of biogenic
amine neurotransmitters by luminal (blood) and/or ablumi-
nal (nerve side) carrier systems. More exceptionally, uptake2
carriers could also transport many drugs and xenobiotics like
1-methyl-4-phenylpyridinium (MPP+) (Table 4) [69].

3.9. Exchange of Metal Ions between Plasma and Brain.
Capillaries in the brain possess an impermeable barrier
to some solutes and regulate the movement of substances
between blood and brain. These brain capillary endothelial
cells facilitate the transcapillary exchange of some salts.
Moreover, for sodium and potassium transport, endothelial
cell contains distinct types of ion transport systems on the two
sides of the capillary wall, that is, the luminal and antiluminal
membranes of the endothelial cell (Table 5) [119]. Therefore,
highly specific solutes can be pumped across the capillary
against an electrochemical gradient. These transport systems
play important role in the active secretion of fluid from blood
to brain and in maintaining a constant concentration of ions
in the brain’s interstitial fluid [120]. Further, to performmajor
physiological functions, exchange of important metal ions
such as K+ and Na+ takes place very fast from blood to
tissues, but it shows slow rate when entered into the brain
[41, 121]. More specifically, Na+ exchange across the blood
brain barrier takes place by carrier-mediated transport [120],
mainly by brain capillary Na+, K+ATPase system [122]. This
is located primarily on the antiluminal membrane of the
endothelial cell that may also mediate removal of interstitial
fluid K+ from the brain and maintain a constant brain K+
concentration in the face of fluctuating plasma concentra-
tions. Thus, antiluminal location of Na+, K+-ATPase may

have important role in secretion of interstitial fluid, an
extrachoroidal source of CSF (Table 5) [119].

More specifically, plasma membrane of metazoan cells
possesses multiple transport proteins, Na+/K+ pump,
K+channel, Na+ lysine symporter channel, and sodium-
lysine transporter which transport metal ions and amino
acids from the extracellular medium into the cell. These
transporter proteins facilitate active movement of small
molecules or ions [34]. There occur three different types of
transport proteins; first type is the uniport transport pass,
a single type of molecule down its concentration gradient,
while symporters are cotransport proteins which allow the
movement of both types of ions in the same direction outside
to inside. An antiporter allows movement of one molecule
against its concentration gradient and never allows other
molecules to go inside. More specifically, pumps utilize
the energy released by ATP hydrolyzed by Na+K+ATPase
for active transport of specific ions or small molecules
against their chemical gradient. Contrarily, these channels
permit movement of specific ions or water down their
electrochemical gradient. Third type of ionic movement is
performed by membrane transporter proteins such as ABC
transport proteins (Table 5) [35].

Further, it is also true that brain lacks some metal
transporters, and blood brain barrier stops excess transport
of metallic ions. BBB restricts entry of neurotoxic metals
into the central nervous system (CNS) that may cause
neurodegenerative diseases. Though it is a hard fact that
excess ofmetals (Cu, Fe,Mn, andZn) contributes to neurode-
generative diseases, but in trace amount these are essential
for human health [33]. Pb, tin, and Hg requirement is not
very clear; hence, its transport occurs very scarely. Moreover,
plasma membrane of rat brain neuronal cells also contains
zinc transporters (Table 5) [33].

But, aluminium uptake takes place by transferrin-
receptor-mediated endocytosis [36]. Few hydrophilic pro-
teins like transferrin carry metal species, such as the free
metal ion and complexes of the metal with an amino acid
or protein. But, these would not be expected to be able to
distribute metal ions across the blood brain barrier (BBB)
at a rate that is sufficient to meet the requirements of the
brain as BBB limits the diffusion of non-lipophilic substances
into brain. An example of metal species specific transport
at the BBB involves Me Hg, which forms a complex with
L-cysteine that is transported into the brain and perhaps
into and out of astrocytes. Cu is delivered to the CNS
but it must be transported across either the blood brain
barrier or the CSF barrier and it accumulates within brain
capillaries of experimental mice [28–30]. ATP 7A catalyzes
the stepwise transport of Cu across brain endothelial cells
and astrocytes to supply neurons with a regulated supply of
Cu [31, 32] that is quite similar of brain Fe metabolism [130].
Fe uptake occurs across the cerebelar vascular endothelium
after which it associates with glial cells and neurons for take-
up. Choroid plexus actively produces and secretes CSF and
has pivotal role in maintaining the homeostasis, but it may
also provide a pathway for metal transport mainly for Cu.
[131]. Androstane causes receptor-mediated upregulation of
ATP-driven xenobiotic efflux transporters at the blood brain
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Table 5: Major amino acid transporters occur at blood brain barrier.

Type of amino acid Transporter Location Influx or efflux References

Influx

Amino acid carrier system
or alanine preferring
transporter and 1-
dihydroxy-phenylalanine
(1-DOPA).

Antiluminal surface of
the brain capillary [123, 124]

Alanine, glycine, proline,
and 𝛾-aminobutyric acid

A-(alanine-preferring-)
system carrier

Antiluminal surface of
the brain capillary Influx [64, 125]

Small neutral amino
acids, (system A),
L-alanine,
L-asparaginine,
L-cysteine, glutamine,
glycine, L-histidine,
L-proline, and L-serine

A-system carrier,
secondary active transport

Antiluminal surface of
the brain capillary Influx, efflux [126]

Basic, acidic and
𝛽-amino acids;
glutamate, aspartate, and
𝛽-amino acid taurine

Simple carrier system Membrane receptors Influx [127, 128]

L-proline Na+-gradient-dependent
transport Membrane receptors [129]

Large neutral amino acid
(system L) (LAT1 and
LAT2)

Facilitated diffusion

Branched or aromatic
side chain aminoacids;
L-DOPA,
𝛼-methyl-DOPA,
gabapentin, L-leucine,
melphalan,
L-phenylalanine,
L-tryptophan, and
L-tyrosine

Influx

Na+-LNAA neutral
amino Acid

A-system carrier,
secondary active transport

Alanine, glycine,
histidine, isoleucine,
leucine, methionine,
phenylalanine,
threonine, tryptophan,
tyrosine, and valine

Efflux

Neutral amino acid
system ASC) (ASCT1
and ASCT2)

A-system carrier,
secondary active transport

L-alanine, L-aspartate,
L-cysteine,
L-glutamate, glycine,
L-isoleucine, L-leucine,
L-methionine, L-serine,
L-threonine, and
L-valine

Efflux

System B0+ Simple carrier system Basic and neutral amino
acids Efflux

System 𝛽 Simple carrier system 𝛽-alanine, taurine
Basic amino acid Simple carrier system Lysine Influx
Acidic amino acid
(system x−) Facilitated diffusion L-aspartate, L-glutamate

System X− Simple carrier system L-aspartate, L-glutamate Efflux

N-system
A-system carrier,
Secondary active
transport

L-asparaginine,
glutamine, glutamate,
L-histidine, and L-serine

Excitatory amino
acid (EAAT1-3) Simple carrier system Aspartate, glutamate Influx
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Table 5: Continued.

Type of amino acid Transporter Location Influx or efflux References

Amine (cation,
system y+) Active transport

L-arginine, choline,
L-cysteine, lysine, and
ornithine

Influx

System T Simple carrier system Thyroid hormones T3
and T4

barrier [35], while blood brain barrier flux of aluminum,
manganese, iron, and other metals is suspected to contribute
to metal-induced neurodegeneration (Tables 1 and 5) [36].

Certain metal transporters maintain metal flux across
the blood brain barrier, choroid plexuses as well as in
sensory nerves, and this metal uptake occurs from the nasal
cavity [37]. Thus, for maintaining homeostasis and normal
body health, physiological amounts of useful metals are
transported by protein transporters. But, blood brain barrier
flux of aluminum, manganese, iron, and other metals is
suspected to contribute to metal-induced neurodegeneration
and causes dyshomeostasis [36]. Aluminium uptake takes
place by transferrin-receptor-mediated endocytosis and of
aluminum citrate by system Xc and an organic anion trans-
porter [132]. Contrary to this, manganese uptake takes place
by transferrin- and non-transferrin-dependent mechanisms,
which may include store-operated calcium channels and
the lack of transporter-mediated manganese brain efflux.
Iron uptake takes place by both transferrin-dependent and
independent mechanisms of brain, while copper is delivered
to the brain by copper transporters, ATP7A, and ATP7B.
Membrane transporters are often quite substrate specific.
For example, the divalent metal transporter (DMT1, DCT1,
and Nramp2) transports divalent metals, but not metals in
other valence states. Another example of substrate specificity
is greater binding affinity of transferrin for Fe+3 than Fe+2
[36, 38, 39] (Tables 1 and 5). As a result, transferrin-receptor-
mediated endocytosis (TfR-ME) for Fe+3 occurs more than
for Fe+2 [36, 38, 39]. Furthermore, the affinity of the trans-
ferring receptor for halo transferrin (diferric transferrin) is
considerably greater than for monoferric transferring [42].
TfR-ME is also believed to play a role in the transport of other
trivalent metals into the brain, such as Al and Mn. Similarly,
there seems to be a putative role of zinc transporters, ZnT
and Zip, in regulating brain zinc concentration by uptake
mechanisms. Zinc uptake is facilitated by L- and D-histidine.
Brain uptake of metals may involve a non-energy-dependent
process, store-operated calcium channels, and/or an ATP-
dependent calcium pump [36]. Methyl mercury can form a
complex with L-cysteine that mimics methionine, enabling
its transport by the L system (Tables 1 and 5) [43].

The transport of essential metals and other nutrients
across tight membrane barriers such as the gastrointestinal
tract and blood brain barrier ismediated by specific transport
mechanisms [133]. These transporters take up metals at the
apical surface and export them at the basolateral surface and
are involved in their intracellular distribution. Transporters
for each of the major essential metals, calcium, iron, and zinc
are separate and are divalent metal transporter 1 that mediate

the transport of nonessential metals across tight membrane
barriers. For example, the intestinal iron transporter divalent
metal transporter 1mediates the uptake of lead and cadmium.
Thus, levels of essential metals are strictly regulated by
transporters [133]. When dietary levels of essential metals
become low, levels of the corresponding transporters increase
in the intestine, after which there is a greater potential for
increased transport of toxic metals. In the brain, the strict
regulation of metals prevents injury that would potentially
result from oxidative damage induced by the essential metals
iron, copper, and zinc. Indeed, the oxidative damage found
in neurodegenerative diseases is likely to be due to higher
levels of these metals [133]. Involvement of intracellular
transporters raises the levels of iron, zinc, and copper that
might be due to a disruption in the activity of transporters
in Alzheimer’s disease. Similarly, exposure to toxicants also
affects the activity of transporters that potentially could
contribute to the aetiology/progression of neurodegenerative
diseases (Tables 1 and 5) [133].

The regulation of metal ion transport [120] within neu-
rons is critical for normal brain function [40]. Moreover, for
regulation of redox, metals such as iron become essential
(Fe), because excess levels of these metals can contribute
to oxidative stress and protein aggregation leading to neu-
ronal death. More importantly, divalent metal transporter 1
(DMT1) plays a central role in the regulation of Fe as well
as other metals; hence, failure of DMT1 regulation is linked
to human brain pathology. DMT1 is regulated by Ndfip1
(Nedd4 family-interacting protein 1) an adaptor protein
that recruits E3 ligases to ubiquitinate target proteins. In
human neurons, Ndfip1 is upregulated and binds to DMT1 in
response to Fe and cobalt (Co) exposure [40].This interaction
results in the ubiquitination and degradation of DMT1,
resulting in reduced metal entry, while induction of Ndfip1
expression protects neurons frommetal toxicity, and removal
of Ndfip1 by shRNAi results in hypersensitivity to metals.
More specifically, Nedd4-2 as an E3 ligase is recruited by
Ndfip1 for the ubiquitination ofDMT1within humanneurons
and Ndfip1(−/−) brains accumulate Fe within neurons and
suggest a critical role for Ndfip1 in regulating metal transport
in human neurons (Tables 1 and 5) [40].

DMT1 possesses four or more isoforms that transport
eight different metals, for multiple purposes [134]. Two
mRNA isoforms differ in the 3 UTR; +IRE DMT1 has
IRE (iron responsive element) but −IRE DMT1 lacks this
feature. The +/−IRE proteins differ in the distal 18 or 25
amino acid residues after shared identity for the proxi-
mal 543 residues. The +/−IRE proteins as the apical iron
transporter in the lumen specifically, −IRE form participate
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in metal detoxification and remove out metal toxicity. It
plays important role in management of toxic challenges and
metal homeostasis in body tissues [134] and is involved in
endosomal exit of iron.Normally, airways represent a gateway
tissue for metal entry.

Furthermore, divalent metal-ion transporter 1 (DMT1)
is iron-preferring membrane transport protein that plays
indispensable roles in intestinal nonheme-iron absorption
and iron acquisition by erythroid precursor cells. Rare
mutations in human DMT1 result in severe microcytic-
hypochromic anemia. An iron responsive element (IRE) in
the mRNA 3-untranslated region permits the regulation
of some isoforms by iron status [135]. More specifically,
natural resistance associated with macrophage protein 1
(NRAMP1) is the only member of the mammalian SLC11
gene family which contributes to antimicrobial function by
extruding from the phagolysosome divalent metal ions (e.g.,
Mn2+). SLC11 gene also encodes proteins like divalent cation
transporter 1 (DCT1) and solute carrier family 11 [136, 137].
Possibly, it may be essential cofactors for bacteria-derived
enzymes or required for bacterial growth. An intestinal
nonheme-iron transporter, DMT1, is a validated therapeutic
target in hereditary hemochromatosis (HHC) and other iron-
overload disorders [135]. DMT1 represents a large family of
orthologous metal ion transporter proteins that are highly
conserved from bacteria to humans [138]. As its name
suggests, DMT1 binds a variety of divalent metals including
cadmium (Cd2+) and copper (Cu2+). DMT1 is best known for
its role in transporting ferrous iron (Fe2+) and its expression
is regulated by body iron stores to maintain iron homeostasis
(Tables 1 and 5). DMT1 is also important in the absorption
and transport of manganese (Mn2+) [139]. More specifically,
during brain injury, the homeostasis of transition metal ions
(e.g., Fe2+, Co

2

+) is grossly unbalanced.This renders the brain
environment toxic due to unwelcomed and uncontrolled
metal entry into stressed neurons, precipitating in their
premature death. Ndfip1 protects neurons against excess
transition metal exposure. In the presence of excess Co

2

+

or Fe2+ ions, Ndfip1 is upregulated. Moreover, Ndfip1 binds
to DMT1, leading to DMT1 ubiquitination and degradation,
inhibits metal entry, and allows neuronal recovery. Ndfip1
has larger relation to brain diseases (e.g., Parkinson’s disease)
arising from metal accumulation. Ndfip1 protects human
neurons from death by ubiquitination and degradation of
metal transporterDMT1.DMT1may be themajor transporter
of manganese across the blood brain barrier and expression
of this protein in the nasal epithelium provides a route
for direct absorption of metals into the brain [140]. DMT1
expression is found to be increased in the substantia nigra
of Parkinson’s patients and in the ventral mesencephalon of
animal models. Its expression in the brain increases with
the age [141] that also increases the susceptibility to metal
induced pathologies. Moreover, the DMT1 encoding gene
SLC11A2 occurs on the long arm of chromosome 12 (12q13)
close to susceptibility regions for Alzheimer’s disease [142]
and restless legs syndrome. Similarly, C allele of SNP rs407135
on the DMT1 encoding gene SLC11A2 is associated with
shorter disease duration in cases of spinal onset amyotrophic

lateral sclerosis [143]. DMT1 is also found implicated in
Alzheimer’s disease onset in males as well [142]. Moreover,
CC haplotype for SNPs 1254T/C IVS34+44C/A is associated
with Parkinson’s disease susceptibility [144], while variant
alleles on several SLC11A2 SNPs are associated with iron
anemia (Tables 1 and 5). These are also found as a risk
factor for manganese intoxication and restless legs syndrome
[145]. Therefore, it is true that the lack or overexpression of
transporters causes toxic accumulation of divalent metals,
especially iron and/or manganese. It generates metal defi-
ciency and enhances cellular responses in affected persons
[134]. Moreover, lack of metal transporters works as impor-
tant aetiological factors in a variety of neurodegenerative
diseases, including Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease,
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and multiple sclerosis.

3.10. Transport of Amino Acids. Brain capillary endothelial
cells are connected by extensive tight junctions and are
polarized into luminal (blood-facing) and abluminal (brain-
facing) plasma membrane domains. This affects polar dis-
tribution of transport proteins and mediates amino acid
(AA) homeostasis in the brain. The existence of two facili-
tative transporters for neutral amino acids (NAAs) on both
membranes provides the brain access to essential AAs. More
specifically, there occurs a common carrier/transport system
for large amino acids across the blood brain barrier which
regulates concentration of amino acid and takes out excess or
elevated level of amino acids. More often, carrier/transport
system can lower down the transport of amino acids by
competitive inhibition or may convert into the required
amino acids. But, distinct transport systems facilitate the
uptake of basic, acidic, and beta amino acids. In case of
phenylketonuria and maple syrup urine disease, few amino
acids like phenylalanine accumulated in excess in the blood
stop uptake of other essential amino acids. Further, excess
of amino acids affects the LNAA carrier and allows transfer
of more amino acids beyond damaging level into the CNS.
Thus, large amino acids like phenylalanine, leucine, tyrosine,
isoleucine, valine, tryptophan, methionine, and histidine
enter the cerebrospinal fluid rapidly like glucose through the
common carrier system or a single amino acid transporter
system. Possibly, it may be a leucine preferring transporter.
On the other hand, entry of small amino acid such as
alanine, glycine, proline, and 𝛾-aminobutyric acid (GABA)
is restricted or controlled because higher influx of these
amino acids may enhance the control of neurotransmitters.
These amino acids are required for syntheses of neuro-
transmitters in the brain and are selectively transported
out of the CNS into the blood through amino acid carrier
system or alanine-preferring transporter and 1-dihydroxy-
phenylalanine (1-DOPA). In addition, few smaller neutral
amino acids synthesized in the brain and several of them act
as putative neurotransmitters. But, all these neutral L-amino
acids show variable transport into the brain by different
transport systems [123, 124]. Neutral L-amino acids transport
depends on amino acid concentration and its utilization
because excess amount of it may stop the transport. More
specifically, amino acid that cannot be synthesized by brain
and are metabolically essential require its regular supply.
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It is maintained by protein breakdown and dietary supply
of amino acids. Contrarily, both transport and uptake of
large amino acids into the brain are inhibited by the syn-
thesis of 2 aminonorbornane-2-carboxylic acids but not by
2-(methyl-isobutyric acid (MeAIB) [123, 124]. This is the
main reason that supply of neutral amino acids, such as
alanine, glycine, proline, and 𝛾-aminobutyric acid (GABA),
is restricted into the brain by these inhibitors [125]. Some
of these neutral large amino acids are transported by A-
(alanine-preferring)-system carrier [64]. This carrier system
is not found on the luminal surface of the blood brain
barrier but may occur on antiluminal surface of the brain
capillary [126]. There is a contrast in its transportation
because distinct transport systems facilitate the brain uptake
of basic, acidic, and 𝛽-amino acids. Lysine and arginine are
essential amino acids which are provided from the blood
after dietary assimilation. The acidic amino acids glutamate
and aspartate are both important metabolic intermediates as
well as neurotransmitters [127, 128], while the brain content
of these amino acids is maintained primarily by de novo
synthesis. They also can be transported into the brain at
a slow rate across the blood brain barrier. The 𝛽-amino
acid taurine is present at high concentrations in the brain
and is involved in volume regulation. Absorption surface in
GI tract contains brush boarder membrane that possess a
novel system which mediate Na+/neutral amino acids [146]
and show Na+-gradient-dependent transport of L-proline
[129].More specifically, transport of cationic and zwitterionic
amino acids [147] and methyl mercury transport across the
blood brain barrier occurs by an amino acid carrier [148].
Both leucine and alanine are taken up by cultured cerebral
capillary endothelial cells [149].

3.11. Transport of Proteins. Delivery of therapeutic peptides
and proteins to the central nervous system is the biggest
challenge for development of more effective neuropharma-
ceuticals [105]. Many plasma proteins are not able to cross
the endothelial tissue barrier because of their large size and
hydrophilicity. This is the main reason why concentrations
of certain proteins, such as insulin and transferrin, vary
with the change in plasma concentrations. Consequently,
their concentrations in the brain become very low except
few exceptions. Due to controlled uptake of some proteins,
brain becomes saturable and their further uptake is stopped.
Receptor-mediated transcytosis across the blood brain bar-
rier may be useful way to transport protein and peptide ther-
apeutics into the brain [150]. Moreover, proteins like insulin,
transferrin, insulin-like growth factors, and vasopressin cross
the BBB by receptor-mediated transcytosis (Table 4) [123].
Interestingly, protein receptors occur in outnumber in brain
capillary endothelial cells which bind to transporting protein
and form a receptor complex. This complex is endocytosed
into the endothelial cell to form a vesicle which assists in
eventual release of intact protein on the other side of the
endothelial cells that is still not fully known. Contrary to
this, blood brain barrier is impermeable to most molecules
[105] and only amphiphilic derivative of a peptide could
make it possible to deliver into the brain. For this purpose,
a drug peptide is suitable and designed to self-assemble into

nanofiber and its active epitope is tightly wrapped around the
nanofiber core [105].Thus, a novel drug delivery system could
maintain high brain permeability through receptor-mediated
endocytosis (Table 5).

Moreover, mechanism of nanoparticle mediated drug
transport across the BBB appears to be receptor-medi-
ated endocytosis [151]. Thus, transport of nanoparti-
cles/nanomolecules across the blood brain barrier requires
both specific and nonspecific interactions with proteins
expressed on the luminal and or abluminal surface of
the brain endothelium cells [152]. More specifically, a high-
affinity iron chelator is conjugated to lactoferrinmolecules by
carbon dioxide mediated coupling reaction [153]. Similarly,
Tf-FMMs transferring-conjugated fluorescein loaded
magnetic nanoparticles are also delivered by receptor-
mediated transcytosis [63], while antitransferrin receptor
antibodies with a Fab cargo are delivered across the BBB by
receptor-mediated endocytosis [154]. In another method,
polycationic proteins and lectins are allowed to cross the
blood brain barrier by a similar but nonspecific process
called absorptive-mediated transcytosis. In this process,
peptide binding to specific receptors in the membrane
is not mandatory and proteins are directly absorbed to
the endothelial cell membrane based on charge or affinity
for sugar moieties of membrane glycoproteins. Rests of
the subsequent transcytotic events are followed similar to
receptor-mediated transcytosis. It is also important that
transport capacity of absorptive-mediated transcytosis is
greater because the number of receptors present in the
membrane does not limit it. In addition, cationization
may provide a mechanism for enhancing brain uptake of
almost any protein but both endocytosis and transcytosis
mechanisms play important role in the distribution of
macromolecules [152]. The degree of passage of small
peptides across the blood brain barrier significantly exceeds
that of the vascular markers, while peptide transport across
the membrane barriers shows either saturable or facilitated
transport and transmembrane diffusion or passive diffusion.
More specifically, low molecular weight small peptides are
transported in and out of the central nervous system by
carrier-mediated transcytosis across the blood brain barrier
which acts as a saturable mechanism (Table 4).

3.12. Transport of Drugs. BBB is impermeable to proteins,
drugs, and other biomolecules as these are not able to
cross the blood brain barrier because of their size and
hydrophilicity. But, few peptide hormones which regulate
body metabolism and normal functions are transported
easily. Similarly, both insulin and transferring across BBB
and their concentration vary in plasma because its uptake
in the brain is greater due to their size and lipid sol-
ubility. These are carried to the brain by specific trans-
port processes mainly membrane bound efflux pumps and
channels. The major transport mechanism which carries
important proteins and hormones is receptor-mediated tran-
scytosis. Contrary to this, BBB restricts entry of most of the
biomolecules mainly proteins, peptides, carbohydrates, and
vaccines.Hence, delivery of therapeutic peptides andproteins
to the central nervous system is the biggest challenge for
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development of more effective neuropharmaceuticals [105].
More often, therapeutic agents may reach the target sites at
intracellular locations. The brain capillary endothelial cell is
highly enriched in receptors for these proteins, and following
binding of protein to the receptor, a portion of themembrane
containing the protein-receptor complex is endocytosed into
the endothelial cell to forma vesicle. Although the subsequent
route of passage of the protein through the endothelial cell
is not known, there is eventual release of intact protein
on the other side of the endothelial cell. The blood brain
barrier is impermeable to most molecules [105] but during
trafficking of biomolecules a portion of compound is lost
due to ineffective partitioning across the membrane. This
partitioning across the membrane is widely concerned to
polarity, lipophilicity of molecules that attribute easy passage
across the membrane. Therefore, amphiphilic derivatives of
a peptide are easily delivered into the brain. It was designed
to self-assemble into nanofiber which in the active peptide
epitope is tightly wrapped around the nanofiber core [105].

Recently, several neuroprotective proteins and peptides
of potential therapeutic value have been designed and used
to fulfill the crucial need for effective and safe transcapillary
delivery methods to the brain. Hence, most promising drug
delivery through brain capillaries is possible by augmenta-
tion of pinocytotic vesicles. This is a cellular mechanism
in which large molecules of neurotherapeutic potential are
conjugated to peptidomimetic ligands for delivery. Later on,
these molecules bind to selected peptide receptors, which
internalize and transported it in small vesicles across the
cytoplasmic brain capillary barrier. These conjugates were
found functionally active and effective in animal models
of neurological disease. Similarly, neurotrophin, a brain-
derived neurotrophic factor, easily passes through BBB and
has great therapeutic value. Interestingly, all short peptides
with hydrophilic nature showed favorable safety profiles in
brain after coming across the BBB found neuroprotective.
Exogenous recombinant human erythropoietin was proved
beneficial in treating global and focal cerebral ischemia
and reducing nervous system inflammation in experimental
animals. Moreover, other than neuroprotective compounds
monoclonal antibodies are also used to pass through BBB by
receptor-mediated endocytosis mechanism. Similarly, metal-
lothioneins a superfamily of highly conserved amino acids
contains low molecular weight polypeptides play significant
role in the regulation of essential metals which are also
internalized by receptormediated endocytosis.Thus, variable
efficiencies of endocytosis mechanisms, such as intracellular
trafficking, aiding in the release of therapeutic agents into
the cytoplasm are important aspects in drug delivery and
therapeutic potency.There are possibilities that after diffusion
and translocation of the therapeutic agents these remain
susceptible targets of certain catalytic enzymes or physically
partition into the nucleus or in any other suborganelles that
may also alter its actual activity. Further, excess delivery of
therapeutic agents may create competitive problem to some
other biomolecules that may hinder normal functions of
cells, cellular organelles, enzymes, and signaling molecules
as well. In addition, metabolic wastes may also overburden
the cell cytoplasm that inhibit so many normal cellular

functions and give rise to drug induced adverse effects. Use
of nanoparticles may solve this problem due to controlled
release of drugs in required quantity. These can easily cut
down concentration of metabolic waste materials bymasking
the therapeutic agents from their biological environment.
Nanoparticles allow controlled (sustained) drug release from
the matrix, determine required bioavailability, and show
reduction of the dosing frequency. These are proved the
most successful drug carriers due to their high stability,
high carrier capacity, and feasibility of incorporation of both
hydrophilic and hydrophobic substances into brain or inside
cells. These also show feasibility to deliver drugs by following
variable routes of administration, including oral application
and inhalation.

Normally, twomechanisms are employed to ascertain that
the internalization of biomolecules mainly liquids is liquids
are seep in by pinocytosis and solids by phagocytosis. But,
carrier-mediated delivery of drugs by nanoparticles is also
developed in which nanoparticles are ingested by cells from
the medium or from anymicroenvironment surrounding the
cell. More often, nanoparticles are pouring in by receptor-
mediated endocytosis that operates by membrane manip-
ulation to envelope and allows materials to absorb inside.
Moreover, nanoparticles get inside the cells by three different
mechanisms, that is, phagocytosis, pinocytosis, and receptor-
mediated endocytosis. Phagocytosis is associated with few
cells types such as macrophages, neutrophils, and dendritic
cells that can absorb materials of micrometer in size, that
is, 10 𝜇m in diameter. Similarly, pinocytosis is a universal
mechanism which occurs in all cell types and it delivers dif-
ferent types of liquids having a submicron size and substances
in solution inside the cell. More specifically, larger sized
nanoparticles are taken up by the cell by phagocytosis, while
smaller ones are absorbed by pinocytosis and almost ingested
by all cell types. Therefore, both types of nanoparticles have
important but separate advantages. Furthermore, there is
another mechanism which is known as absorptive-mediated
transcytosis that is especially used to traverse polycationic
proteins and lectins. This is a nonspecific process in which
biomaterials rather than binding to specific receptors in the
membrane, proteins absorb the endothelial cell membrane
based on charge or affinity for sugar moieties of mem-
brane glycoproteins. Its subsequent transcytotic events are
probably similar to receptor-mediated transcytosis. Hence,
overall capacity of absorptive-mediated transcytosis is far
greater than that of receptor-mediated endocytosis because
the number of receptors present in the membrane does not
limit it. Thus, cationization may provide a mechanism for
enhancing brain uptake of almost any protein.

In case of facilitated diffusion (a form of carrier-mediated
endocytosis) binding of a ligand occur to a transporter on one
side of the membrane that triggers a conformational change
in the protein receptor. Facilitated diffusion is passive (i.e.,
energy independent) and contributes to transport at the BBB
of substances such as monocarboxylates, hexoses amines,
amino acids, nucleoside, glutathione, and small peptide.
[155]. Carrier-mediated transport can also be divided into a
number of differentmechanismsdependent on energy and/or
cotransport of another substance. Cotransport may be in
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the same direction (symport) or in the opposite direction
(antiport). This process proceeds from a region of high
concentration to a region of low concentration. Endocytosis
can be segregated into bulk-phase, also known as fluid
phase, endocytosis, and mediated endocytosis (receptor and
absorptive-mediated). Bulk-phase endocytosis (pinocytosis)
is the nonspecific uptake of extracellular fluids and occurs at
a constitutive level within the cell via mechanisms, which are
independent of ligand binding [156]. Bulk-phase endocytosis
is temperature and energy dependent, noncompetitive, and
nonsaturable. Bulk-phase endocytosis occurs to a very lim-
ited degree in the endothelial cells of the cerebral microvas-
culature [157].

Receptor-mediated endocytosis (RME) provides a means
for selective uptake of macromolecules. Cells have receptors
for the uptake of many different types of ligands, including
hormones, growth factors, enzymes, and plasma proteins.
RME occurs at the brain for substances, such as transferrin
[158], insulin [159], leptin [160], and IGF-I and IGF-II [161],
and is a highly specific type of energy dependent transport.
Substances that enter a cell by means of RME become
bound to receptors that collect in specialized areas of the
plasma membrane known as coated pits. The coated pits
contain the electron dense clathrin protein and other proteins
[162]. When these bound to ligand, pits invaginate into the
cytoplasm and then pinch free of the plasma membrane
form coated vesicles. The clathrin vesicle coat is rapidly
removed to form smooth-coated endosomes that form a
compartment of uncoupling receptor and ligand (CURL)
[163]. The endosomal membrane contains proton ATPases
that result in acidification of the endosome interior and
dissociation of the ligand from the receptor within the CURL.

Absorptive-mediated transport (AME) is triggered by
an electrostatic interaction between a positively charged
substance, usually a charge moiety of a peptide, and the
negatively charged plasma membrane surface (i.e., glycoca-
lyx) [164]. AME has a lower affinity and higher capacity
than receptor-mediated endocytosis. The development of
many new drug delivery technologies focuses on AME
[165]. Another significant transport mechanism at the BBB
is carrier-mediated efflux. This mechanism is involved in
extruding drugs from the brain and is a major obstacle for
many pharmacological agents. ABC (ATP binding cassette)
transporter P-glycoprotein is the principle efflux mechanism
of these agents [166]. There also exist efflux transporters
for organic anions, via multidrug resistance associated pro-
tein (MRP) [167], and anionic and cationic cyclic peptide
[168]. Additionally, the peptide transport system- (PTS-)
1 shows efflux transport of synthetic opioid peptide Tyr-
MIF-1 [169]. Peptides are the most common neurotrans-
mitters in the hypothalamus. Their complex structure can
allow for high receptor specificity. They are all synthesized
on ribosomes and are all inactivated by hydrolysis at the
synapse (rather than by reuptake). Peptides are far more
potent than other neurotransmitters, requiring only very
small amounts to produce a profound effect. Even very
minute amounts of somatostatin can inhibit growth hormone
release.

3.12.1. CNS Protection. Drug delivery to the brain is a chal-
lenging task because presence of blood brain barrier (BBB)
complicates the delivery of drugs to the brain [64]. It is a
physiological barrierwhich imposesmajor obstacle for a large
number of drugs, including antibiotics, antineoplastic agents,
and neuropeptides, to pass through the endothelial capillaries
to brain. There are some other reasons; that is, drug may
bind to nontransporters in larger amount that render the drug
ineffective or seem theoretically active. But, it is true that drug
might show inability to pass through the barrier with the
adhered protein. Besides, enzyme action may also make the
drug inactive or in a nontherapeutic intermediate compound.
All these circumstances with the drug and its delivery must
be accounted for making effective drug formulations to treat
the CNS disease [27]. Though, several methods, ways, and
strategies have been developed for drug delivery to the brain
but most of them are proved invasive and lack the target
specificity. Therefore, for active transfer of drug to the brain,
safer disruption of BBB or its loosening is highly important.
Further, for successful delivery of drugs to the CNS, blood
brain barrier disruption or opening with intra-arterial infu-
sion therapy allows both the chemotherapeutic agents and
antibodies to enter through blood brain barrier [20]. Thus,
BBB dysfunction could be of great therapeutic value in condi-
tions in which neuronal damage is secondary or exacerbated
by BBB damage. More exceptionally, for delivery of drugs or
any therapeutic agent, BBB is disrupted by ultrasonic sound
waves or it may forcibly break down by sudden raised high
blood pressure due to hypertension, trauma, ischemia, neural
inflammation, and very high concentration of substances,
microwave, radiation, and exposure to infectious agents that
can open the BBB. In addition, reducing, halting, or reversing
the structure and function of BBB might open new ways to
deliver chemotherapeutic agents in case of brain tumor. But,
forced opening or structural damage to the BBB allows the
uncontrolled passage of drugs [13]. Further, there are several
areas of the brain where BBB is very thin or supposed to
be loose or weak; from here, drug can allow pass to the
brain. This also allows important metabolic substances to
cross into the brain somewhat freely. These areas of brain are
identified as circumventricular regions; these are pineal body,
neurohypophysis, and area postrema.

Further, drug delivery strategies have been improved
for safe delivery of different types of drugs to CNS.
These improved strategies include liposomes, colloidal drug
carriers, micelles, chimeric peptide technology, intranasal
and olfactory route of administration, and nanotechnol-
ogy. Moreover, disruption or damage of endothelium could
allow expression of endothelial receptors which are normally
downregulated, opening new communication loops between
endothelium, pericytes, astrocytes, and microglia. These also
play important role in barrier repairing. Moreover, infectious
pathogenic viruses affect different tissue and organs, but
CNS diseases are severely caused by virus invade various
regions of brain.Therefore, drug delivery methods that could
target virus present in these areas may play important role
in modern drug development mainly for CNS protection.
Furthermore, nanoenabled delivery systems have been made
that offer more promising solution to enhance the targeted
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delivery of the drugs into the brain. Therefore, drugs which
are loaded with nanocarriers can easily target virus multipli-
cation inside brain because they could easily pass through
BBB. In addition, few drug carriers are proteins and its
deficiency (P-glycoprotein) at the BBB inhibits the efflux
activity of certain biomolecules at the blood brain barrier
[170].

More often, most of the drug delivery methods are based
on structure activity relationships, drug-to-drug receptor
interactions, and structure transport relationships mainly
membrane permeation. In addition, drugs which are selected
based on throughput screening may show higher binding
in silico, but in reality in vivo systems invariably show poor
membrane permeation because of low binding by target
receptor. Therefore, it seems very difficult to pass on drug
more simply through the blood barrier in theoretically
relevant concentration and underlying experimental aspect
of drug targeting [27]. More often, drugs undergo insignifi-
cant transport through the brain capillary endothelium that
makes up the blood brain barrier (BBB) in vitro. But, in
vivo system drug must bind to some specific receptor; if
binding occurs partially, it will affect drug delivery. Further,
in vivo condition absorption of drug in neuronal and other
brain cells seems to be difficult after drug delivery, because
its route is obstructed in many ways. Second, drug may
convert into noninteracting metabolite or a portion of it
might show higher binding to other ligand/s mainly proteins.
Though, therapeutically, drug seems to be more appropriate
by biological systembut it becomes ineffective or attains some
highly reactive active molecular when it reaches inside brain
cells. If drug becomes able to pass through the barrier, it
might adhere to the unwanted protein [171]. Another problem
is created by presence of some catabolic enzymes in the brain
tissues, which could change the native or active form of the
drug or cleave it into an inactive molecule or slow acting
pharmaceutical that may be deconstructed once it is inside
the brain tissue rendering it useless. Therefore, accumulated
therapeutic biomaterials in the brain play a crucial role in
the pathogenesis of neuronal diseases [170]. Hence, an active
penetration of drug through blood brain barrier is highly
needful for its delivery at the target area in the brain for
treatment of CNS disorders and diseases as well.

BBB is nonselective to pass drugs by diffusion or by
active transport and is major hurdle for successful CNS
drug development. But, it is true that molecules like glucose
and fat/lipid soluble drugs can rapidly cross into the brain.
Contrary to this, delivery of many of the drug types is very
difficult to carry them into the brain because of fat insoluble.
Therefore, such drugs cannot be made available to the brain
because of nondelivery across the blood brain barrier. There
are so many factors, which influence the drug delivery or
its ability to traverse the blood brain barrier. It is true
that the membrane barrier disallows larger molecules, while
smaller molecules are carrying over to the brain. Similarly,
charged molecules rapidly get into the brain. Therefore,
lipophilicity does not seem to be necessary or the only factor
that may assist the drug for safe passage to brain. There
seems to be a role of multiple factors or complex molecular
properties that make drug able to pass through the BBB.

More exceptionally, barrier permeability is also related to
membrane or luminal surface of brain capillary, composition
of CSF or ISF, functional groups, change on molecular
and ionic surfaces, or presence of charged residues of the
molecules. In addition, surface activity of the molecules,
their relative size and specific binding of transporter proteins,
energy driven cassettes, and opening and closing of channels
due to ionic concentration are noted as important factors
[172].

Further, it is true that all traditional drug delivery meth-
ods are based on trial-and-errors.These are applied invariably
for few selected drugs that had appropriate structure-activity
relationships or drug-receptor interactions, and structure-
transport relationships are intact. It allows drugs for suitable
and successful membrane permeation. Moreover, all modern
methods concerned with drug development are based on
rational drug design and almost all new drugs require use
of receptor-based high throughput screening methods to
find appropriateness of the drug among thousands of new
compounds. But, it is not true that drugs that are selectedwith
high throughput screening solely on the basis of structure-
activity relationships may show target receptor binding in
animal system because they behave differently. Drug might
show invariably poor membrane permeation properties in
vivo. Such drugs will undergo insignificant transport through
the brain capillary endothelium, which makes up the blood
brain barrier (BBB) in vivo. However, several approaches for
direct drug delivery or direct convection enhanced delivery
are used to inject the drug into brain or cerebrospinal fluid
or intranasal delivery. These techniques are highly unsafe,
local, invasive, metabolizable, or short lasting. Contrary to
this, drugs that are delivered through vascular route through
BBB in physiologically required amount first infused and
spread in larger portion of the brain.There are three different
types of strategies available for drug delivery. These are
neurological/direct injections, drug delivery methods. More
specifically, neurosurgical, pharmacological, and physiologi-
cal strategies include BBB disruption by osmotic imbalance
or by using vasoactive compounds, intraventricular drug
infusion, and intracerebral implants. In pharmacological
methods, lipid carrier or liposomes are used for drug delivery.
Physiological strategies are followed by applying endoge-
nous transport mechanisms by using either carrier-mediated
transport of nutrients or receptor-mediated transport of
peptides. Fromclinical investigations, physiological strategies
are proved better and potential delivery methods, because of
wider safety cover provided by drug transport.

3.13. Cancer and Tumor Therapy. Similar to blood brain
barrier, blood tumor barrier also imposes so many obstacles
to drug delivery in the CNS. More often, brain tumor
microvessels/capillaries limit drug delivery to tumors by
forming a blood brain barrier [173]. Even though the blood
brain tumor barrier is more permeable than the blood brain
barrier [173, 174], it significantly restricts the delivery of
anticancer drugs and limits systematic chemotherapeutics of
brain tumors. This causes failure of drug target and made
the delivery process extremely difficult to treat solid tumors
in the brain. This is the main casue of clinical failures of
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many potential antitumor drugs, that is usually not due to
lack of potency but rather it occurs due to nondelivery of
drug to the brain and into the tumors [175]. In addition,
pharmaceuticals used in tumor specific therapies are found
insufficient to check aberrant signaling pathways in brain
tumors [176]. It makes the chemotherapeutic treatment of
brain tumors ineffective and required amount of drug could
not be delivered into the brain [177]. Further, due to very high
toxicity of antitumor chemotherapeutic drugs, these cannot
be administered in sufficient concentration by conventional
delivery methods. Therefore, such methods are not much
helpful to ascertain long-term survival of the patients with
brain tumors and most of clinical cases of brain tumors are
proving fatal [177]. However, new well-designed therapeutic
strategies that could make an easy and successful drug
delivery should be developed to save the life of patients.
Drug delivery should be more responsive for delivering an
appropriate therapeutic concentration of antitumor drug by
applying safer drug delivery systems or methods by beaching
any physical and physiological obstacles [178].

Therefore, potential techniques are to be developed
for treatment of brain tumors [175]. There are common
approaches which have been followed in the past by clin-
icians, that is, high dose intravenous chemotherapy, intra-
arterial drug delivery, local drug delivery via implanted poly-
mers or catheters, and disruption of BBB and biochemical
modulation of drug [178]. Few other drug delivery methods
are intracerebro ventricular, convection enhanced delivery
BBB/BTB disruption, and BTB permeability modulation
[179]. Further, to enhance the BTB permeability, accelerated
therapeutic molecules are allowed to pass through it by
cellular vasomodulator-mediated transportationmechanism.
BTB targeting specific proteins are used to increase anti-
neoplastic drug delivery to brain tumors [179]. In addi-
tion, K (Ca) channels are potential target for biochemical
modulation of BTB permeability to increase antineoplastic
drug delivery selectively to brain tumors [173]. Further, BTB
permeability is also enhanced with accelerated formation
of pinocytic vesicles which could transport drugs across
the BTB with the help of some channel activators [174].
For example, infused minoxidil sulphate (MS) is a selective
K (ATP) channel activator that comes across the BTB,
reaches the brain tumor and facilitates delivery of certain
macromolecules mainly Her-2 antibody adenoviral-green
florescent protein and carboplatin to brain tumors [173].
This antibody significantly increases the survival in rats
having brain tumors. Hence, rat brain tumor models are
designed to enhance drug delivery to brain tumor following
intracarotid infusion of bradykinin (Bk), nitric oxide (NO)
donors or agonists of soluble guanylate cyclase (SGC), and
calcium dependent potassiumK (Ca) channels [174]. Further,
modulation of these channels by specific agonists and agents
that produce NO and cGMP in situ is essentially required.
Contrary to this, water-soluble compounds are limited by
the surface area/permeability of the tumor capillaries [180].
Therefore, in new methods, BBB manipulations are being
performed for safe delivery of drug to the brain, but these
should be noninvasive, physiological, and pharmacological.
No doubt, drug delivery into solid tumors can assist in

development of novel targeted molecular based therapies for
treatment of patients. It could also be possible by selective
opening of blood tumor barrier by a nitric oxide donor and
infusion required amount of drug into it. Certainly, safe drug
delivery will increase survival and life expectancy in tumor
patients [50, 181].

4. Conclusion

The blood brain barrier provides a layer of protection for
the brain from harmful or foreign substances that may
injure the brain. It also protects the brain from action of
metals, toxicants, poisons, hormones, and neurotransmitters.
The blood brain barrier (BBB) and blood cerebrospinal
fluid barrier (BCSF) possess a variety of carrier-mediated
transport systems to support and protect brain functions.
These transport mechanisms are used for management of
level of various substances including xenobiotic compounds
by the brain. Substances with high lipid solubility may
move across the blood brain barrier by simple diffusion but
non lipid soluble substances are prohibited from diffusion.
BBB is a very tightly packed endothelial construction that
disallows large molecules to pass through it but allows
smaller molecules to pass through tight junctions. More
often, glucose and other low molecular fat-soluble molecules
are also disallowed but few lipid soluble molecules such
as barbiturate drugs rapidly cross the BBB and reach the
brain. More specifically, movement of molecules with high
electrical charge is slowed down. Morphologically, the polar
distribution of transport proteinsmediates amino acid home-
ostasis in the brain. Furthermore, endothelial cells that line
cerebral microvessels also maintain microenvironment for
reliable neuronal signaling and regulate transport of essential
molecules. Similarly, BBB exerts the greatest control over the
immediate microenvironment of brain cells.

No doubt, BBB like other barriers protects organs from
harmful substances (e.g., xenobiotics) including drugs and
foreign compounds and from xenobiotics and noxious
agents. It regulates the movement of ions, molecules, and
cells between the blood and CNS. It plays a crucial role in
maintaining the appropriate environment for proper neural
function as well as protecting the brain from injury and
disease. BBB separates the pools of neurotransmitters and
neuroactive agents that act centrally and peripherally and
regulates the ionicmicroenvironment present inside neurons.
BBB assists in healthy functioning of the brain and makes
possible, easy and uninterrupted supply of various molecules
and ions. These molecules and ions maintain life support
system and physiologically protect the neurocompartments
from potential disruptive and damaging effects of xenobiotic
agents. Moreover, BBB protects the brain from toxic sub-
stances and restricts its entry into the neurocompartment.
Thus, most of the neuroprotective drugs should improve the
brain function only by toning up BBB and CNS rather than
targeting neurovascular units. These drugs may open the
BBB’s tight junctions and allow the passage of growth factors
and antibodies into the brain and reduce inflammation
which causes oedema. Therefore, for therapeutic purposes
and protection of CNS, integrity of blood brain barrier is
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highly important for having better clinical outcomes in case
of neural diseases.

Further, molecular events and protein complexes
involved in release of neurotransmitters by exocytosis should
be known because involvement of neurotransmitters may
also induce modulatory functions in many neuronal circuits.
Furthermore, physiological stress response to gases such
as CO

2
and clustered nursing intervention can minimize

chances of strokes and brain ischemia. More specifically,
neuronal cells require both electrolytes and nonelectrolytes
for performing nerve transmission but electrolytes play a vital
role in the maintenance of osmotic pressure and acid base
equilibrium in matrix. Mainly, Mg2+ ions and phosphates
maintain this property. Contrary to this, nonelectrolytes
normally occuring in ionizing state are Na, K, Mg, Cu, I,
Fe, Mn, Fl, Mo, Cl, Zn, Co, Ni, and so forth. These perform
various cellular functions and act as important cofactors
for certain catabolic enzymes or associating apoenzymatic
parts of many vitamins. Metal ions are also component part
of some hormones, lipids, proteins, nucleic acids, sugar
phosphates, and nucleoside phosphates. The iron as an
important metal ion occurs in the hemoglobin, ferritin,
cytochromes, and some enzymes as catalase and cytochrome
oxidase, while calcium ions occur in the blood, matrix and
bone. The copper (Cu), manganese (Mn), molybdenum
(Mo), and zinc (Zn) are useful as cofactors for enzyme
actions, while iodine and fluorine are essential for the
thyroid and the enamel metabolism. Both cell cytoplasm and
matrix are an enlarged depository of various kinds of ions.
These are highly essential for maintaining osmotic pressure
and acid base balance in the cells. However, retention of ions
in the matrix produces an increase in osmotic pressure and
allows the entrance of water in the cell.

Further, monocarboxylate transporters (MCTs) play a
major role in the maintenance of the glycolytic metabolism
through the proton-linked transmembrane transport of lac-
tate [60]. In addition, carrier-mediated transfer systems,
that is, ATP powered pumps (ATP) cassettes channels and
molecular drug transporters, are used to support transport
of drugs and nourishments to protect and maintain vital
brain function. Moreover, role of P-glycoproteins or trans-
membranous proteins, ATP-dependent pumps, transporters,
and permeablitizers in transportation of various nutrients
and other essential elements is well defined. Hence, ATP-
dependent efflux drug transporter such as Bcrp (breast cancer
resistance protein) with diverse spectrum of hydrophilic and
hydrophobic substrates ranging from anticancer, antiviral,
and antihypertensive drugs should be used. Further, ther-
apeutic impact of MCT transporters and its expression in
plasma membrane of glioblastomas should be confirmed
because monocarboxylic acid transporters control the trans-
port of short chainmonocarboxylic and keto acids, including
pyruvate and lactate to support brain energy metabolism. It
also regulates vesicular trafficking of MCTs in cerebrovascu-
lar endothelial cells. Therefore, for developing novel thera-
peutic approaches for treating brain diseases such as stroke
neuronal functions, both MCT and its inhibitors should be
known. These MCT inhibitors have a role in prevention

of proliferation of T lymphocytes that confirms and work
as promising pharmacological targets including cancer
therapy.

Further, alternative methods such as disruption or loos-
ening of BBB may assist in diffusion of most essential
nutrients and biomaterials into the brain. Similarly, deliv-
ery of drugs and other substances could be possible by
different carriers and drug transporters but seems to be
a challenging task in clinical research. Moreover, K (Ca)
channel modulation also assists in enhanced permeability
of macromolecules into the brain. These are considered
as promising target for biochemical modulation of BTB
permeability and increase the antineoplastic drug delivery
selectively to brain tumors. Moreover, K (Ca) channel are
also used to deliver Her-2 monoclonal antibody and green
fluorescent protein-adenoviral vectors selectively to brain
for curing neoplastic, neurogenerative, and viral diseases.
Further, for an enhanced drug delivery to the brain, tumor
intracarotid infusion of bradykinin (BK), nitric oxide (NO)
donors, or agonists of soluble guanylate cyclase (sGC) and
calcium-dependent potassium (K (Ca)) channels were found
more effective and safer. Interestingly, nitric oxide (NO) is
implicated in the regulation of vascular permeability and
blood flow. Bcrp is an integral protein in cancer and normal
cells are a major component of the BBB located on the
endothelial cells near tight junctions. Similarly, multidrug
resistant protein 4 shows low permeability across the BBB
resulting in low distribution to the brain. Therefore, brain
to blood efflux transport systems also play important role in
the cerebral clearance of endogenous neurotoxic compounds
such as prostaglandins and beta amyloid that can reduce
the physiological effects of CNS related disorders. Further,
by management of endogenous and xenobiotic compounds
by the brain permeability, functions of BBB are to be reex-
plored. Further, regulation of oxygen metabolism, plasmino-
gen activator, thrombolytic drugs after stroke, peroxisome-
proliferator-activated receptors, and inhibitors of kinase
pathways could also assist in drug delivery. In addition, after
use of drugs or other metabolites or CNS, formed neurotox-
icants vesicles play important role in its release. Interestingly,
vesicles protect cells from accumulation of wastes or drugs
and show many clinical applications ranging from biomark-
ers to anticancer therapy. Therefore, alternate methods of
drugs delivery and substance transport should be practiced to
find an appropriate solution of CNS related pathogenicity and
neurodegenerating diseases. Hence, to fulfill drug delivery
tasks, better understanding is required among clinicians and
immunologists for starting new research initiatives to make
landmark innovations in the field of pharmacology, drug
delivery, and clinical therapeutics of CNS related diseases

In addition, molecular interactions with biological bar-
riers should be properly investigated in experimental ani-
mals as well as in vitro systems to develop highly efficient
drug delivery systems. Moreover, advanced methods are
essentially required for easy delivery of healers, peptides,
proteins, growth factors, vaccines, and antibodies for neu-
roprotection against CNS diseases. Therefore, collaborative
research efforts should be made by clinicians and molecular
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biologists to develop/explore new innovative methods of
drug delivery. Further, there seems an instant need of new
smaller pharmaceuticals having target specific designs to
protect the CNS from various pathological impairments.
Hence, use of natural transporters such as ABC cassettes,
aquaporins, cationic pumps, and substance specific ionic
channels should favor to support transport of drugs and
nourishments to maintain vital brain functions. Moreover,
drugs that can enhance permeability functions of nerve cell
plasma membrane should be promoted. It will not only help
to deliver the pharmaceuticals but also assist in finding new
signaling pathways for transport of substances mainly fuel
materials and drugs for successful treatment of infectious
viral diseases. Further, normal supply of substances could
maintain integration of CNS functions such as learning,
memory, sleep cycle, movement, hormone regulation, vision,
hearing, and many other functions. More often, after explor-
ing transcellular signaling pathways generated by beneficial
drug candidates, its action and authenticating behavior could
be assessed much easily. Hence, strong recommendations
are being made to upgrade pharmaceutical technologies by
combining them with the recent advances in membrane
biology and clinical sciences to extend the therapeutic use of
pharmaceuticals for treatment of neurological diseases and
CNS impairments. Further, biomedical researchers should
increase the spectrum of pharmaceuticals by carrying them
to targeted locations. Thus, by developing new endothelial
transporters/carriers and new drug candidates, a rapid solu-
tion of neurodegenerative and neuropathological disease and
CNS protection could be achieved. Further, in vitro high
throughput screens and computational BBB tools together
with understanding of brain penetration may enable the
drug discovery community to minimize the access of drug
candidate into the CNS compartment.Therefore, compounds
which can reduce apoptosis, oxidative stress, induce neuritis,
outgrowth, synaptic plasticity, and memory loss due to detri-
mental effects imposed by xenobiotics and pathogens should
be of greater use. No doubt, new upgraded drug delivery sys-
tems and therapeutic candidates will provide novel treatment
for different types of CNS and neurodegenerative diseases
[182].
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